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The unprecedented integration of digital technologies in the economic and social spheres has led to strong concerns regarding the ethical use of data collected by such technologies. In response to these concerns, several intergovernmental and multistakeholder bodies as well as individual governments have started devising data ethics compliance frameworks. These frameworks integrate certain core principles such as human rights protection, ethical design, algorithmic accountability, and data privacy and security. Governments are also imposing measures to achieve greater compliance with these core principles of data ethics, including banning certain, especially foreign, data-driven applications and services; restricting cross-border transfers and processing of data; and imposing varied corporate compliance requirements for offering data-driven technologies. However, some measures aimed at protecting and promoting data ethics (Data Ethics Measures) can have the consequence of restricting cross-border trade, especially in digital and data-driven services and technologies.

Against this background, this article assesses whether Data Ethics Measures are consistent with international trade law, looking at the treaties of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and several Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs). It argues that certain Data Ethics Measures may be inconsistent with obligations contained in international trade agreements, including obligations on non-discrimination, market access, domestic regulation, and intellectual property protection. However, international trade law does not per se inhibit Data Ethics Measures. For instance, exceptions contained in international trade agreements can be interpreted to allow measures that support a human rights-centric approach to data governance. Further, rules on trade secret protection may be meaningfully interpreted and applied to balance commercial and critical public interests such as facilitating algorithmic accountability and ethical design in data-driven technologies. Finally, provisions on domestic regulation can potentially ensure that Data Ethics Measures are implemented in a fair and objective manner, and that technical standards and licensing requirements for data-driven digital services are transparent, objective, and not unnecessarily burdensome. However, given the legal, technological, and political uncertainties at hand, governments are unlikely to consider trade rules a foolproof mechanism to preserve their policy discretion to regulate data-driven technologies for ethical reasons.

Accordingly, this article explores new avenues in international trade law to accommodate data ethics norms. It argues that international trade institutions can better co-opt data ethics frameworks by facilitating enhanced high-level cooperation among countries on cross-border data transfer mechanisms as well as digital development and inclusion. For example, trade bodies, including the WTO, can proactively engage with other international, regional, and transnational or multistakeholder bodies involved in norm development in data ethics, especially on privacy protection, digital inclusion, and the ethical use of data in designing and applying digital technologies. Further, where appropriate and necessary,
international trade rules must acknowledge the prevailing global best practices in data-driven sectors, especially the role of multistakeholder and private technical standards and protocols in promoting ethical and robust data-driven technologies. One possible means of doing so is to adopt new rules at the WTO and through PTAs—especially for trade in services and electronic commerce—that recognize relevant technical standards, protocols and best practices developed by multistakeholder internet institutions and representative private sector bodies.

I. Introduction

Data-driven technologies bring both opportunities and challenges. The widespread adoption of Big Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine Learning (ML) has transformed the global economy by creating new economic, social, and technological opportunities, increasing market efficiencies, and reducing trade costs.1 Experts predict that these technologies can foster meaningful innovation and enable human advancement in different fields of life,2 such as health-

---


care,\textsuperscript{3} disaster management,\textsuperscript{4} and delivery of public services.\textsuperscript{5} However, data-driven technologies are also increasingly misused to propagate disinformation campaigns,\textsuperscript{6} prejudice online privacy and security,\textsuperscript{7} and further algorithmic discrimination.\textsuperscript{8} A recent illustration of this dichotomy is the contact tracing applications used by governments to monitor and control the Covid-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{9} In response to the various con-


cerns about data-driven technologies and services, governments are developing new laws and policies, including checks on the design of data-driven technologies and restrictions on the collection, processing, and cross-border transfer and sharing of data.10

Promoting data-driven innovation and economic growth while safeguarding governments’ ability to regulate the digital sector is expectedly challenging. This article delves into a specific dimension of this challenge, focusing on the restrictions imposed by governments based on ethical or moral concerns pertaining to the designing of data-driven services and the gathering, processing, use, and sharing of digital data. Broadly, the article refers to all moral or ethical concerns regarding data as “data ethics.”11 This formulation of data ethics aligns with the definition put forth by Floridi, who describes data ethics as a “moral compass” to determine “good” digital regulation and governance:

[Data ethics is a] branch of ethics that studies and evaluates moral problems relating to data and information (including generation, recording, curation, processing, dissemination, sharing and use), algorithms (including AI, artificial agents, machine learning and robots) and corresponding practices and infrastructures (including responsible innovation, programming, hacking, professional codes and standards), in order to formulate and support morally good solutions (e.g. good conduct or good values).12

With the rapid development of data-driven technologies, governments and other concerned stakeholders (including international organizations, private companies, academics, and civil society organizations) are devising multiple frameworks on data ethics. In fact, certain experts believe that numerous efforts to devise data ethics frameworks will eventually lead to

10. See discussion infra Section II.
“ethics shopping”\textsuperscript{13} or “ethics washing.”\textsuperscript{14} While this article does not exhaustively discuss or debate these frameworks,\textsuperscript{15} it does highlight the core principles of data ethics and how the laws, regulations, policies, and standards developed by governments enhance compliance with these core Data Ethics Measures.

Data Ethics Measures can potentially restrict cross-border trade in digital and data-driven services and technologies and, thus, have an adverse economic impact. Some examples of measures discussed in this article are bans on foreign data-driven services and applications; restrictions on the transfer and processing of data; requirements on companies to disclose their algorithms\textsuperscript{16} and source code\textsuperscript{17} to regulators for verification or approval in order to sell their digital technologies in the domestic market; restrictions on the use of foreign or international technical standards; and imposition of domestic technical standards or licensing requirements for data-driven services.

To date, scholars and policy experts have paid little attention to the interface of international trade and data ethics, despite the significant role of data-driven technologies in trade.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{15} For an interdisciplinary analysis of AI ethics, see JESSICA FJELD ET AL., \textit{Principled Artificial Intelligence: Mapping Consensus in Ethical and Rights-Based Approaches to Principles for AI} (2020), https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/42160420/HLS%20White%20Paper%20Final_v3.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=Y[https://perma.cc/J6JW-FWQG]. See also Anna Jobin et al., \textit{The Global Landscape of AI Ethics Guidelines} 1 NATURE MACH. INTEL. 589 (2019) (analyzing AI ethics frameworks from across the world, including converging principles).
\item \textsuperscript{16} In computer science, an algorithm means the mathematical formula or series of logical steps used to solve a problem. Philip A. Olamigoke, \textit{Definition — Computer Science, Algorithm, Programming and Computation}, MEDIUM (Nov. 28, 2019), https://medium.com/@olamigokayphils/definition-computer-science-algorithm-programming-and-computation-731db5b127cf [https://perma.cc/6CSH-25PG].
\item \textsuperscript{17} Source code means instructions written in any computer programming language for the computer to execute. \textit{Source Code}, TECHOPEDIA (Jan. 4, 2017), https://www.techopedia.com/definition/547/source-code.
\end{itemize}
For instance, the 2018 World Trade Report, which focused on AI technologies, mentioned the word “ethics” only once. However, as ethical practices pertaining to data-driven technologies become important policy considerations for governments, questions are likely to arise if adopted Data Ethics Measures conflict with countries’ obligations in international trade agreements. Therefore, whether international trade agreements restrict the ability of governments to protect or promote data ethics policy objectives is a relevant issue, one this article addresses with reference to the law contained in WTO treaties and relevant provisions in certain recent PTAs. As the article largely focuses on data-driven services, it covers trade in services by looking at the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and electronic commerce chapters in PTAs. This article also references relevant provisions in the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement).

Section II highlights the fundamental principles of data ethics and how governments are influenced by these principles in devising Data Ethics Measures. Section III explains that while Data Ethics Measures are important in building digital trust, they may sometimes have a trade-restrictive impact, leading to economic inefficiencies in data-driven technologies. Section IV examines how Data Ethics Measures can implicate rules in international trade law, focusing on obligations on non-discrimination and market access. The section also explores domestic regulation and technical standard-setting for digital services, the role of exceptions in preserving policy space for individual countries to regulate data-driven services and technologies for ethical reasons, and rules on trade secret

18. WORLD TRADE ORG., supra note 1, at 32.
19. See discussion infra Section IV.
under the TRIPS Agreement and other PTAs in the context of algorithmic accountability. Section V outlines the policy challenges arising due to the growing interface of international trade law and data ethics. This section then addresses various means of establishing a synergistic and meaningful role for international trade agreements in promoting higher standards of data ethics in the digital sector.

The ethical dimension of data regulation is at least as important as economic or commercial dimensions. International trade law can play an important role in curbing protectionist behavior, such as prohibiting Data Ethics Measures used as a disguise for illegally protecting domestic companies. Rules on trade secrets and source code can also be applied meaningfully to balance commercial intellectual property (IP) protection interests with public interests on the ethical use of data. Finally, certain fundamental aspects of data ethics, such as compliance with human rights, privacy protection, ethical design, and algorithmic accountability, can be read into the exceptions in international trade agreements. However, rapid technological changes and the differences among countries’ data-driven technology regulations lead to uncertainties in applying international trade law to Data Ethics Measures. Therefore, this article argues that the WTO and regional trade institutions, must better adapt and respond to the policy developments and norm evolution in data governance and play a greater role in facilitating international regulatory cooperation on transborder data flows and related issues. To do so, this article proposes new trade rules that acknowledge relevant multistakeholder and private standards and best practices in data-driven sectors, including AI/ML.

II. Implementing Principles of Data Ethics

Several government initiatives and international institutions have deliberated on the high-level principles of data ethics to set rules and standards promoting the ethical use of data-driven technologies, especially AI/ML.23 This section pro-

vides an overview of the core elements of data ethics, including respect for human rights, enforcing ethical design, promoting algorithmic accountability, and protecting data privacy and security. These principles apply to the entire life cycle of data-driven technologies and datasets, from design to collection of data, sharing it with third parties, and reusing it to generate new services and products. This section also discusses examples of various Data Ethics Measures intended to achieve these principles in practice.

Data ethics principles are usually not directly binding, but they can complement international legal frameworks. For example, data ethics principles aimed at eliminating gender and racial discrimination further basic human rights principles enshrined in international treaties. Some experts classify these emerging data principles as soft law norms. Finally, data ethics principles inform some binding domestic laws and regulations.

---


25. A useful approach is viewing data and AI governance as a layered system consisting of the socio-legal layer containing laws and regulations, the ethical layer containing principles, and the technical layer consisting of the algorithms and the data. Urs Gasser & Virgilio A.F. Almeida, A LAYERED MODEL FOR AI GOVERNANCE, 21 IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING 58, 60–61 (2017).

tions. As data-driven technologies become closely integrated with human lives, these principles are arguably inching closer towards international recognition as emerging transnational principles.27 However, as data ethics principles are embedded in specific socio-technological contexts, they are likely to continue evolving in “open-ended spaces of negotiation.”28

A. Protection of Human Rights

The most fundamental principle in data ethics is the protection of human rights.29 There is a growing consensus that the use, processing, and sharing of data in different digital technologies must comply with the basic principles of human rights.30 The key essence of a human rights-centric approach is protecting the dignity and rights of individuals, thus requiring governments to respect, protect, and fulfill human rights.31 In

27. See, e.g., FJELD ET AL., supra note 15, at 5 (arguing that the commonality of AI principles across different instruments suggests that they represent a “normative core” in data governance).


29. See Corriane Cath & Luciano Floridi, The Design of the Internet’s Architecture by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and Human Rights, 23 SCI. & ENGG’G ETHICS 449, 451–55 (2016) (explaining the trend of embedding human rights in Internet governance principles); IEEE, ETHICALLY ALIGNED DESIGN 10 (1st ed. 2019), https://standards.ieee.org/content/dam/ieee-standards/standards/web/documents/other/ead1e.pdf [https://perma.cc/8F2D-RRKA] (indicating human rights is one of the three pillars of the Ethically Aligned Design conceptual framework); WORLD ECON. F., supra note 24, at 8 (“Human rights reinforce ethics, and ethics reinforce human rights—indeed, human-rights-based approaches draw upon many traditions of ethical thinking and represent universal principles that have been broadly endorsed across borders and cultures.”).


adopting a human rights-centric approach to data regulation, governments must address whether data-driven applications such as AI/ML are compatible with human rights. This entails various responsibilities, such as protecting individuals from and redressing harm arising from data-driven technologies.\textsuperscript{32} A human rights-centric approach also entails protecting the privacy of individuals.\textsuperscript{33}

Data-driven technologies can breach human rights in various ways, especially when employing automated algorithms. For instance, datasets used to train algorithms for automated processing based on prior data (also called training data) can result in biased outcomes in decision-making. For example, due to historical exclusion of women or minorities for jobs or loans, training data may program algorithms to continue to exclude such groups.\textsuperscript{34} This discriminatory decision-making may be unconstitutional in several jurisdictions and is also inconsistent with the principles of international human rights law.\textsuperscript{35} Even if programmers try to improve datasets by gathering more robust data, certain inherently sensitive proxy variables such as education or zip code cannot be completely avoided.\textsuperscript{36} Thus, some experts have emphasized that the manner in which data scientists build datasets is an extremely important aspect of human rights accountability in data governance.\textsuperscript{37}

Additionally, unintended technological or systemic errors might arise as companies use the same generic algorithms in

\textsuperscript{32} Hasselbach, \textit{supra} note 28, at 11.

\textsuperscript{33} \textit{E.g.}, U.N. High-Level Comm. on Mgmt., Personal Data Protection and Privacy Principles (Oct. 11, 2018) https://unsceb.org/sites/default/files/imported_files/UN-Principles-on-Personal-Data-Protection-Privacy-2018_0.pdf [https://perma.cc/VSD5-4MU8]. \textit{See infra} Section II(D).


\textsuperscript{36} Kroll et al., \textit{supra} note 34, at 685.

contexts as varied as processing a credit card application to providing choices for entertainment. Further, internet platforms increasingly employ algorithms for filtering or screening content, thus potentially affecting individuals’ right to freedom of expression and access to information. Such errors or biases may be reduced by increasing human intervention to ensure compliance with human rights.

The international community has recognized the importance of aligning data regulations with international human rights. Several governments, such as Australia and Singapore, have recognized the centrality of human rights-centric approach in promoting an ethical data governance framework. Moreover, the United Nations has explicitly acknowledged the importance of international human rights law as a fundamental guideline in the framing of data ethics principles, proposing guidelines for greater digital inclusion and participation, transparency, privacy, and accountability. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has recommended that data be used, processed, and shared to promote human rights-centric growth, thus promoting economic and social opportunities for individuals and reducing discrimination against minorities. The Internet Universality ROAM Principles developed by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), focuses on the importance of promoting AI technologies that align with

41. See U.N. DEV. GROUP, DATA PRIVACY, ETHICS AND PROTECTION: GUIDANCE NOTE ON BIG DATA FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF THE 2030 AGENDA (2017) (providing guidance on “data privacy, data protection and data ethics” and serving as a “risk management tool taking into account fundamental human rights.”)
42. OECD, *supra* note 23.

The internet policy community and the civil society have also raised concerns regarding the potential misuse of data-driven technologies, particularly in the context of AI. For example, in 2019, the Internet Society, a non-profit organization working on various policy issues surrounding internet and data governance,\footnote{ISOC, About Internet Society, https://www.internetsociety.org/about-internet-society/ [https://perma.cc/NE38-6WHY?type=image] (last visited Aug. 31, 2020).} issued a policy brief highlighting the importance of respect for individual internet users.\footnote{ISOC, POLICY BRIEF: PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE DATA HANDLING 9 (2019), https://www.internetsociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Responsible-Data-Handling-Policy-Brief-EN.pdf [https://perma.cc/NR8Z-3M4U].} The brief called for responsible data handling by governments, strengthening domestic laws to protect internet users, and increasing digital education, especially of minority communities.\footnote{Id.}

Some civil society groups, such as Access Now, have recommended mandatory human rights impact assessment for AI/ML technologies.\footnote{See FJELD ET AL., supra note 15, at 30 (discussing the Access Now report).}

One of the fundamental problems with the implementation of a human rights-centric approach in data governance is the variations in formulation and implementation of broad human rights principles across countries, especially in the online context. Regulatory diversity often means that governments do not uniformly implement Data Ethics Measures and may even have different benchmarks for assessing human rights breaches. Thus, in certain countries, governments themselves might use algorithms to discriminate against minorities or persecute dissidents, violating international human rights standards.\footnote{See, e.g., Darren Byler, China’s Hi-Tech War on its Muslim Minority, GUARDIAN (Apr. 11, 2019), https://www.theguardian.com/news/2019/apr/11/china-hi-tech-war-on-muslim-minority-xinjiang-uighurs-surveillance-face-}
rated with the OECD to establish a global, multistakeholder partnership to "support the responsible and human-centric development and use of AI in a manner consistent with human rights, fundamental freedoms, and . . . shared democratic values." Therefore, despite regulatory differences, various governments are making efforts to achieve greater normative consensus in data ethics at an international level, especially for AI/ML technologies.

Another critical issue in enforcing a human-rights centric approach is holding private actors accountable for their algorithms or software that discriminates against individuals. As per the Ruggie Principles, although states are primarily responsible for safeguarding human rights, companies must also take a more active role in ensuring that their own operations do not undermine human rights. Applying these principles to the digital context, technology companies have a responsibility to ensure that their designs and algorithms do not undermine individual human rights. While some technology companies have publicly acknowledged the importance of core human values in AI/ML, the extent of their compliance with human rights remains debatable.

49. The countries involved include those of the European Union, Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom, India, Mexico, Japan, Australia, Singapore, New Zealand, and South Korea. Joint Statement from Founding Members of the Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence, GOV.UK (June 15, 2020) https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/joint-statement-from-founding-members-of-the-global-partnership-on-artificial-intelligence (discussing the use of data-driven technologies to discriminate against Uighur Muslims in China).


B. Ethical Design

The principle of ethical design directly flows from a human rights-centric approach to data governance. It essentially means that technical designs and standards underlying data-driven technologies must comply with basic human rights. Regulators may implement ethical design by enforcing rules requiring digital service suppliers to adopt and incorporate technologies and corporate policies that ensure individuals’ privacy and protect their data from unauthorized intrusions. This approach is premised on the understanding that technological solutions to privacy or security issues are sustainable and more pragmatic to implement.\(^53\) The principle of ethical design promotes a “responsibility-by-design approach”\(^54\) or “technological due process,”\(^55\) meaning designers are required to verify that data-driven technologies function as expected.\(^56\) Ethical design can also facilitate more meaningful human control over certain aspects of data-driven technologies,\(^57\) making it easier for engineers to explain technical designs.\(^58\)

As evidenced by the increasing influence of ethics in engineering choices and technical standards, ethical design is emerging as an industry best practice.\(^59\) Engineers in various standard-setting institutions have attempted to develop standards compliant with human rights. One such example is the Institute of Electronics and Electrical Engineers (IEEE), which has developed technical standards for AI compliant with ethi-

---

\(^53\) See INFO. COMM’N OFF., BIG DATA, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, MACHINE LEARNING AND DATA PROTECTION 72–73 (2017) (UK) (describing the benefits of privacy by design measures).

\(^54\) Cath & Floridi, supra note 29, at 451.


\(^56\) Kroll et al., supra note 34, at 637.

\(^57\) Cf. Fjeld et al., supra note 15, at 53 (explaining the globally recognized need for human control and how it promotes human values).

\(^58\) Cf. SELECT COMMITTEE ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, AI IN THE UK: READY, WILLING & ABLE?, 2017–19, HL 100, at 27 (Apr. 16, 2018) (discussing the importance of public understanding of AI and its implications).

\(^59\) Fjeld et al., supra note 15, at 25.
cal design. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) also plays an instrumental role in incorporating ethical principles into designs for the technical protocols of the internet, particularly protecting users’ privacy rights.

Expectedly, implementing ethical design entails challenges. One such challenge is deciding who should determine whether a technical design complies with the principles of data ethics and against which benchmark. For example, although the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union contains provisions requiring privacy-by-design, there is no definitive guidance on determining design compliance. Similarly, the E.U. Cybersecurity Act promotes security-by-design and privacy-by-design. In the absence of any clear domestic or universal international standards, determining compliance with such requirements is likely to involve

60. IEEE, supra note 29.


64. Commission Regulation 2016/679 of Apr. 27, 2016, Protection of Natural Persons With Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, and Repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), art. 25, 2016 O.J. (L 119) 48 [hereinafter GDPR]. While Article 25 of the GDPR sets out examples of design measures such as pseudonymization and data minimization, it does not further delineate the “necessary safeguards” or how companies can implement them in an “effective manner.” Id.

some degree of guesswork, thereby impacting technological and legal certainty. 66

Adapting engineering solutions to comply with legal or policy requirements can present further challenges. For example, various practical difficulties exist in implementing a mathematical model of differential privacy (a popular mathematical model allowing companies to share aggregated data without compromising personally identifiable information). 67 For instance, engineers are often unsure about what exactly constitutes personally identifiable information. 68 Indeed, the concept of personally identifiable information is defined differently and ambiguously across jurisdictions, often left to subjective interpretation. This is directly opposite to the traditional precise computer science specifications upon which designers rely to design robust and ethically compliant technologies. 69 In order to address this gap between engineering and technology law and policy, it will be critical to develop a two-way dialogue where designers and regulators can discuss specific legal ambiguities and their underlying policy rationales.

C. Algorithmic Accountability

The basis of algorithmic accountability is that data-driven technologies, their services, or technology suppliers should be able to explain how their algorithms and technical designs use and process data to generate certain results, and how they can be modified to comply with laws and regulations. 70 This kind of transparency and technical clarity can help check instances of unfair or discriminatory outcomes, thus providing redress to the affected individuals 71 and allowing for modification of

68. Id.
69. Kroll et al., supra note 34, at 695.
71. What constitutes adequate redress in such cases is a related question.
malfunctioning software and other digital services.\textsuperscript{72} As the use of AI becomes increasingly common, the principle of algorithmic accountability plays a significant role in addressing “blackbox malfunctioning,” which occurs when the lack of transparency regarding the functioning of AI algorithms leads to unfair or discriminatory outcomes without the user knowing anything about the underlying data-based discrimination.\textsuperscript{73} Thus, the principle of algorithmic accountability can also be viewed as preserving human rights.\textsuperscript{74}

Several governments, such as Singapore, Australia, and the United Kingdom, have advocated for transparency and explainability to improve algorithmic accountability and ensure greater trust in data-driven technologies.\textsuperscript{75} The general thrust of such policies is that computer programs must have human controls to allow verification of the processes used in reaching decisions (for example, data processing and automated decision-making in AI technologies). However, certain governments, such as the United Kingdom, pragmatically recognize that different methods are necessary to achieve algorithmic accountability:

We believe that the development of intelligible AI systems is a fundamental necessity if AI is to become an

\textsuperscript{72}. Letter from Daniel Castro, supra note 70, at 3.

\textsuperscript{73}. See generally FRANK PASQUALE, THE BLACK BOX SOCIETY (2015) (discussing the various policy dangers of hidden, non-transparent algorithms in Big Data-driven technologies).

\textsuperscript{74}. Lorna McGregor et al., International Human Rights Law as a Framework for International Human Rights Accountability, 68 INT’L & COMP. L.Q. 309, 313 (2019) (“A human rights-based approach to algorithmic accountability offers an organizing framework for the design, development and deployment of algorithms, and identifies the factors that States and businesses should take into consideration in order to avoid undermining, or violating, human rights. This is a framework which is capable of accommodating other approaches to algorithmic accountability—including technical solutions—and which can grow and be built on as international human rights law itself develops, particularly in the field of business and human rights.”).

\textsuperscript{75}. PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION COMMISSION SINGAPORE, supra note 40, at 12; AI ETHICS PRINCIPLES, supra note 40; SELECT COMMITTEE ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, supra note 58, at 40. The European Commission has also noted the importance of transparency and explainability, High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence, European Commission, Policy and Investment Recommendations for Trustworthy AI 10 (June 26, 2019), https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/policy-and-investment-recommendations-trustworthy-artificial-intelligence [https://perma.cc/VZX3-RA8K].
integral and trusted tool in our society. Whether this takes the form of technical transparency, explainability, or indeed both, will depend on the context and the stakes involved, but in most cases we believe explainability will be a more useful approach for the citizen and the consumer. This approach is also reflected in new EU and UK legislation. We believe it is not acceptable to deploy any artificial intelligence system which could have a substantial impact on an individual’s life, unless it can generate a full and satisfactory explanation for the decisions it will take. In cases such as deep neural networks, where it is not yet possible to generate thorough explanations for the decisions that are made, this may mean delaying their deployment for particular uses until alternative solutions are found.76

Similarly, the Singaporean government also emphasized the importance of explainability and transparency in algorithms, while acknowledging that this is not always fully achievable.77

Modalities of achieving algorithmic accountability are controversial. Several experts argue that unfettered government access to source code and algorithms is essential to ensure that algorithms are fair, transparent, predictable, and non-discriminatory.78 However, others argue that this approach is often less effective in practice, as algorithm decision-making cannot be accurately predicted by looking at the algorithms or codes alone, especially in cases involving complex AI/ML technologies.79 Another controversial question is

---

76. Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence, supra note 58, at 128 (emphases added).

77. Personal Data Protection Commission Singapore, supra note 40, at 12. The Australian government also treats these principles as aspirational. AI Ethics Principles, supra note 40.


79. The development of explainable AI (XAI) could help resolve this technological gap. See Explainable AI, Google, https://cloud.google.com/
whether disclosing source code and algorithms to governments may lead to illegitimate, exploitative, or unauthorized uses of such technologies by governments themselves. For instance, governments could use technical information to install backdoors in digital devices or services to target dissidents or minorities. Such actions would directly impact the privacy of individuals and the security of their data as well as the digital technologies themselves.80

Some experts distinguish between algorithms being transparent and being explainable.81 They argue that transparency of source code and algorithms cannot explain how programs work, and therefore excessive focus on transparency can lead to unintelligible outcomes.82 Several experts even call this approach “naive” because it creates false trust that transparency of source code and algorithms ensures “procedural regularity.”83 Given that algorithms are influenced by training data and the environment in which they operate, the algorithms themselves reveal only “the machine learning method used and not the data-driven decision rule” and cannot accurately predict how the programs will function in all sets of circumstances.84 For example, examining algorithmic enforcement in copyright infringement cases reveals very little about whether an algorithm effectively applied the factors of the fair use test,85 which involve human judgment and discretion on a case-by-case basis.

Experts have proposed alternatives to regulatory access to source code and algorithms for achieving algorithmic accountability. Some alternatives include technological means to en-

80. Mittelstadt et al., supra note 38, at 6.
81. Maayan Perel & Niva Elkin-Koren, Black Box Tinkering: Beyond Disclosure in Algorithmic Enforcement, 69 Fla. L. Rev. 181, 188–89 (2017). See also Kroll et al., supra note 34, at 649–50 (pointing out that transparency of source code only allows for static analysis while computer designs work in a dynamic environment).
82. Perel & Elkin-Koren, supra note 81, at 184–85, 188.
83. Kroll et al., supra note 34, at 657.
84. Id. at 638, 648, 659–60; see also Perel & Elkin-Koren, supra note 81, at 189 (explaining that “transparent information about the structure of the underlying code may sometimes be relevant only to the precise moment when the information was originally released.”).
85. Perel and Elkin-Koren, supra note 81, at 197.
sure that algorithms can be verified as fair, non-discriminatory, and lawful, and potentially holding designers and technology companies accountable for achieving these outcomes.86 To do so, however, governments must understand the values and motivations that influence programmers.87 Further, governments must clearly define public harm in the context of data-driven technologies so designs may be tailored to avoid such harm. Where public harm is unavoidable, governments may avoid the use of automated data-driven technologies completely.

Elements of algorithmic transparency and explainability are reflected in various domestic laws and regulations. For example, Article 22 of the GDPR provides an individual the right not to be subjected to a decision based solely on automated decision-making or profiling if that decision has “legal effects” or “significantly affects” the concerned individuals.88 However, significant debate exists as to whether this provision incorporates a right to understand how the algorithms used in AI/ML technologies work.89 In France, the Digital Republic Act sets a more explicit requirement that algorithms be explainable, but this law is applicable only to government decision-making.90

86. See Fjeld et al., supra note 15, at 5 (discussing the incorporation of a set of AI principles into laws and regulations).
87. Perel and Elkin-Koren, supra note 81, at 189.
88. GDPR, supra note 64, art. 22. The GDPR defines profiling very broadly to include “any form of automated processing” that considers personal information to analyze an individual. Id. art. 4(4).
89. Compare Sandra Wachter et al., Why a Right to Explanation of Automated Decision-Making Does Not Exist in the General Data Protection Regulation, 7 INT’L DATA PRIV. L 7 (2017) (arguing that the GDPR incorporates a limited right for individuals to be informed about the logic of algorithmic decision-making and has no meaningful safeguards against automated decision-making), with Andrew D. Selbst and Julia Powles, Meaningful Information and the Right to Explanation, 7 INT’L DATA PRIV. L 233 (2017) (arguing that the GDPR provisions arts 13–15 and 22 provide a meaningful right to explanation). See also Lilian Edwards and Michael Veale, Slave to the Algorithm? Why a ‘Right to Explanation’ is Probably Not the Remedy You’re Looking For, 16 DUKE L. & TECH. REV. 18 (2017) (arguing that the GDPR does not provide a strong or clear right to an explanation of algorithms, but acknowledging that other GDPR provisions, such as the right to be forgotten, can improve explainability of algorithms).
90. For a discussion of the Digital Republic Act, see Lilian Edwards & Michael Veale, Enslaving the Algorithm: From a “Right to an Explanation” to a “Right to Better Decisions”? AI ETHICS, May-June 2018, at 46, 48. Similarly, the Algorithm Charter For Aotearoa New Zealand contains a commitment of the
U.S. Senators Cory Booker and Ron Wyden have also proposed an Algorithmic Accountability Act, which would impose obligations on digital technology providers to scrutinize their algorithms for potential privacy and security risks and discriminatory biases, thereby enabling greater algorithmic accountability.91 This legislation would vest the U.S. Federal Trade Commission with the authority to implement regulations requiring companies to conduct risk assessment of automated technologies,92 thereby identifying security issues and potential biases in algorithms, including the training data.93 This legislation also allows companies to consult external technical experts in conducting such assessments.94 However, the legislation fails to consider that explaining the functioning of automated algorithms is not always technically feasible. It also lacks clear guidance on what constitutes detrimental impact on accuracy, fairness, bias, discrimination, privacy, and security.

D. Privacy and Security

Online privacy and security have long been recognized in international policy as being of the utmost importance. This position is reflected not only in various internet multistakeholder declarations,95 but also in several domestic laws and regulations.96 Privacy and security issues are relevant both
92. Id., § 2(2).
93. Id., §§ 3(b) (1)(A)–(B).
94. Id., § 3(b) (1)(C).
96. According to the UNCTAD, 66% of countries have adopted data privacy laws. While there is no direct account of the number of countries with cybersecurity laws, UNCTAD has found that 79% of countries have adopted laws on cybercrime. Summary of Adoption of E-Commerce Legislation Worldwide, UNCTAD, https://unctad.org/en/Pages/DTI_and_ICTs/ICT4D-Legislation/eCom-Global-Legislation.aspx [https://perma.cc/N56X-S5W8] (last visited Nov. 10, 2020).
in the development of data-driven services and in how individuals are affected while using such technologies: for instance, when subjected to automated algorithm decision-making.\footnote{Fjeld et al., supra note 15, at 4.} Increasingly, scholars also argue that protecting privacy includes "group privacy," as Big Data analytics\footnote{Big Data can be defined as "extensive datasets—primarily in the characteristics of volume, variety, velocity, and/or variability—that require a scalable architecture for efficient storage, manipulation, and analysis." Information technology — Big Data Reference Architecture, Int’l Org. for Standardization (Feb. 15, 2018) https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:tr:20547:-5:ed-1:v1:en.} permits discrimination against a specific group of people without regard to the personal data of individual members of that group.\footnote{Luciano Floridi & Mariarosaria Taddeo, What is Data Ethics?, Phil. Trans. R. Soc., 2016, at 3.} Privacy-related laws and regulations can address data management at all stages of data processing. Article 12 of the GDPR imposes an obligation on data controllers to provide concise, transparent, easily understandable, and accessible information regarding how they use personal data, including the extent to which they may be using or relying upon personal data for automated decision-making.\footnote{GDPR, supra note 64, art. 12.} Articles 44 and 45 of the GDPR restrict data transfers outside the European Union to a limited number of circumstances in order to protect the privacy of E.U. residents.\footnote{GDPR, supra note 64, arts. 44, 55.} A strong focus in domestic laws and regulations is on the anonymization of data,\footnote{See NITI Aayog, National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence #AIforAll 62 (2018) (listing “advanced anonymisation protocols for data security and privacy” among AI challenges common to other countries).} especially given the growing use of personal data in several data-driven applications.\footnote{Directorate General of Human Rights and Rule of Law (Council of Europe), Artificial Intelligence and Data Protection: Challenges and Possible Remedies, T-PD(2018)09Rev, at 3 (Jan. 25, 2019), https://rm.coe.int/artificial-intelligence-and-data-protection-challenges-and-possible-re/168091f8a6 [https://perma.cc/VM4C-KGN4].} Security in this context means protecting data-driven systems both internally from technical failures, data risks, and algorithmic security risks\footnote{See Elsa Kania et al., Translation: Key Chinese Think Tank’s “AI Security White Paper” (Excerpts), DigiChina, (Feb. 21, 2019), https://} and externally against cyber-at-
tacks. While data security does not prima facie appear to be a data ethics issue, data security has implications for the ethical use of data-driven technologies. For example, unsecured technologies are more prone to privacy breaches, including illegal government surveillance. The security implications of data-driven technologies, such as AI, are especially complicated and widespread given that these technologies are general purpose technologies, widely used and thus potentially more insecure. Further, security vulnerabilities in data-driven technologies could lead to massive mistakes in training data known as “data poisoning,” which can cause computer algorithms to function in an unexpected or undesirable manner, producing inaccurate outcomes that harm public interests. With respect to AI technologies, governments concerned about public security risks sometimes treat cybersecurity threats as national security risks. Consequently, they may impose domestic security standards for data and algorithmic security that may also prejudice individual rights.

Although present in many domestic regulatory frameworks, the concept of privacy and security varies significantly across countries. Certain countries, and most prominently the European Union, conceive of privacy and security in a highly human rights-centric manner, focusing on protecting individual rights and sheltering individuals from harm. Other countries, such as the United States, rely on market forces to produce optimal outcomes in online privacy and security. Still other countries, such as China, take a more cen-
entralized approach to privacy and security, relegating privacy and data security as secondary to issues of national security and government access to data.112 In the latter scenario especially, governments could themselves use data-driven technologies in an unethical manner. Another practical problem in implementing privacy and security is the difficulty of keeping track of cyber-criminals who constantly devise innovative solutions to bypass privacy and security checks in digital technologies.113 Finally, data regulation has significant geopolitical ramifications, including ensuring access to the data of important foreign intelligence partners or other strategic purposes.114

These multiple political dimensions of privacy and security can hinder governments from addressing data privacy and security purely from the perspective of data ethics. Implementing data ethics principles requires balancing different sets of policy objectives related to protecting rights of individuals, promoting efficient and reasonable regulations, and fostering a culture of digital innovation.115 Expectedly, the balance that different countries strike between these policy objectives varies depending on the state of their economic and digital development and socio-cultural and political preferences.116

perma.cc/V9XB-LNSF (discussing a U.S. cybersecurity framework that is largely driven by market and competitive security standards).


114. See generally John Selby, Data Localization Laws: Trade Barriers or Legitimate Responses to Cybersecurity Risks, or Both?, 25 INT’L J. L. & INFO. TECH. 213 (2017) (arguing that data localization is driven not only by economic motives but also competition in intelligence gathering activities).


116. See Ivan Szekely et al., Regulating the Future? Law, Ethics, and Emerging Technologies, 9 J. INFO., COMM. & ETHICS SOC’Y 180, 182 (2011) (discussing how E.U. standards of data ethics are likely to be much stronger than many other countries, although values such as respect for human dignity and human rights, freedom, democracy, rule of law, etc. are often universal).
III. DATA ETHICS MEASURES: TRADE BARRIERS OR TRADE FACILITATORS

Compliance with the principles of data ethics can be both trade-facilitating and, in some cases, trade-restricting, depending on the content, design and implementation of the relevant measures. As data ethics principles generally facilitate digital trust, inform important data-related laws and regulations, and promote robust approaches in technical design and standards, they are likely to be beneficial to digital trade.\(^\text{117}\) Companies offering data ethics-compliant services are more likely to be popular with internet savvy consumers, thus giving them a competitive advantage over other less secure technologies. For example, consumer surveys show that internet users prefer companies that provide trust-based solutions such as end-to-end encryption and transparent policies regarding the use and collection of data.\(^\text{118}\) Further, despite the costs that businesses are likely to incur in complying with Data Ethics Measures, such measures could be advantageous in the long run. For example, they may facilitate the development of robust, reliable, and sustainable data-driven technologies and services. However, Data Ethics Measures could also become trade barriers. Given the potential dangers and abuses of facial recognition technology,\(^\text{119}\) for instance, a government ban on software or devices facilitating facial recognition is not entirely inconceivable, especially for commercial purposes. Indeed, facial recognition technology was banned in the city of Boston for such

\(^{117}\) Mishra, supra note 95, at 501–03.

\(^{118}\) See Timothy Morey et al., Customer Data: Designing Transparency and Trust, HARV. BUS. REV., May 2015, https://hbr.org/2015/05/customer-data-designing-for-transparency-and-trust [https://perma.cc/ZQ76-3Z72] (reporting that “consumers are aware that they’re under surveillance . . . and are deeply anxious about how their personal information may be used.”).

reasons.\textsuperscript{120} Similarly, the use of AI/ML can also be curtailed in high-risk or sensitive sectors such as defense and law enforce-
ment.\textsuperscript{121} Finally, a de facto ban on a digital technology could have a trade-restrictive impact.

The requirement for digital technology providers to submit their algorithms and source code for government audit could also have a trade-restrictive impact.\textsuperscript{122} Typically, such requirements are informed by policy rationales such as controlling disinformation campaigns,\textsuperscript{123} ensuring high quality of digital products and services, and prohibiting discrimination of minority groups through racial profiling and targeting through facial recognition technologies or biased algo-


companies’ vital commercial interests, such as increasing chances of trade secret theft or compromising the security or integrity of their services. Such measures may also prejudice the security of digital suppliers’ global data operations and cause reputational damage, particularly for multinational suppliers, as well as adversely impact digital innovation.

As previously explained, demanding access to algorithms and source code is not always helpful in understanding the process of automated decision-making. Further, experts have pointed out that for some technologies such as autonomous vehicles, the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithms is more critical than transparency in order to ensure safety of users. Further, if algorithms or source code are made public (i.e. open source), risks of misappropriation could increase, for example, by getting public disbursements or avoiding security checks. Similarly, experts have suggested that open source code could potentially lead to autonomous and tacit algorithmic collusion to manipulate the market without human awareness or involvement, thereby impeding the enforce-

---


ment of competition law in the digital age. 131 Finally, the construction of datasets has a deep impact on how data-driven technologies function. 132 This does not mean that digital technology providers should not be obligated to conduct necessary risk assessments or remain transparent about their technologies or data practices, 133 but rather that governments may need to employ varied methods to achieve effective compliance with the principles of data ethics.

Another set of Data Ethics Measures likely to be trade-restrictive are regulations for cross-border data transfer and processing to protect data privacy and security, including ensuring greater user control over who accesses their data, how this data is used and shared with third parties, and whether such data can be used in algorithmic decision-making. The most commonly discussed legislation in this regard is the GDPR, which incorporates various mechanisms to ensure that data processors comply with the high standards of data protection in the European Union, thereby protecting all E.U. citizens from unauthorized or unwanted surveillance and ensuring ethical use of personal data. 134 However, Big Data and AI/ML technologies often rely on using the same datasets in different ways to generate new services and more accurate results. Thus, excessive checks on the use and reuse of personal data through extensive consent mechanisms or authorization or licensing requirements can hamper the accuracy and predictability of AI/ML technologies. Similarly, restrictions on cross-border data flows often significantly increases compliance costs, especially for foreign companies, such as setting up new servers, applying for local permits, or leasing new domestic data facilities. 135


132. Lehr & Ohm, supra note 37, at 663–64. 

133. Oliver, supra note 78, at 177. 

134. See discussion supra Section II. 

A related example is data localization, which imposes direct or indirect requirements for the local storage of data.\textsuperscript{136} These laws often result in economic and technological inefficiencies and reduced choice for consumers without significant impact on individual privacy and cybersecurity.\textsuperscript{137} Data localization policies also often have a detrimental impact on the development and accuracy of AI technologies, as they can fragment global datasets.\textsuperscript{138}

To respond to data governance concerns in the context of international trade, countries have started incorporating provisions requiring parties to achieve a basic level of data protection and high-level cooperation on cybersecurity in PTAs.\textsuperscript{139} The Digital Economy Partnership Agreement (DEPA) between New Zealand, Singapore, and Chile goes a step further,\textsuperscript{140} including a specific provision on Artificial Intelligence in Article 8.2:

The Parties recognise that the use and adoption of AI technologies have grown increasingly widespread in a digital economy. The Parties recognise the economic and social importance of developing ethical and governance frameworks for the trusted, safe, and responsible use of AI technologies. In view of the cross-border nature of the digital economy, the Parties further acknowledge the benefits of developing mutual understanding and ultimately ensuring that such frameworks are internationally aligned, in order to facilitate, as far as possible, the adoption and use of AI technologies across the Parties’ respective jurisdic-

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[136.] See Anupam Chander & Uyên P. Lê, \textit{Data Nationalism}, 64 \textit{emory L.J.} 677, 680 (2015) (defining data localization as “any obligation, prohibition, condition, limit or other requirement” in the “laws, regulations or administrative provisions of the Member States” imposing the location of data storage or other processing requirements for cross-border data processing).
\item[137.] Mishra, \textit{supra} note 135, at 344–46.
\item[140.] Unlike PTAs covering different issues in trade and investment, this agreement focuses only on issues pertaining to the digital economy.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
In adopting AI Governance Frameworks, the Parties shall endeavour that such AI Governance Frameworks take into consideration internationally-recognised principles or guidelines, including: explainability, transparency, fairness, and human-centered values.\(^{141}\)

A provision on AI is also included in Article 31 of the Singapore – Australia Digital Economy Agreement (SADEA):

1. The Parties recognise that the use and adoption of Artificial Intelligence ("AI") technologies are becoming increasingly important within a digital economy offering significant social and economic benefits to natural persons and enterprises. The Parties shall cooperate, in accordance with their respective relevant policies, through: (a) sharing research and industry practices related to AI technologies and their governance; (b) promoting and sustaining the responsible use and adoption of AI technologies by businesses and across the community; and (c) encouraging commercialisation opportunities and collaboration between researchers, academics and industry.

2. The Parties also recognise the importance of developing ethical governance frameworks for the trusted, safe and responsible use of AI technologies that will help realise the benefits of AI. In view of the cross-border nature of the digital economy, the Parties further acknowledge the benefits of ensuring that such frameworks are internationally aligned as far as possible.

3. To this end, the Parties shall endeavour to: (a) collaborate on and promote the development and adoption of frameworks that support the trusted, safe, and responsible use of AI technologies ("AI Governance Frameworks"), through relevant regional and international fora; and (b) take into consideration internationally-recognised principles or guidelines when developing such AI Governance Frameworks.\(^{142}\)

---

\(^{141}\) Digital Economy Partnership Agreement, Chile-N.Z.-Sing., NZTS. B2020-02, (signed June 12, 2020, not yet in force) art. 8.2 [hereinafter DEPA] (emphasis added).

\(^{142}\) See Australia-Singapore Digital Economy Agreement, signed 6 August 2020, [2020] ATNIF 11, art. 31 [hereinafter SADEA].
These provisions are not binding and do not prescribe a specific AI governance framework. The phrase “internationally recognised principles or guidelines” in both the DEPA and the SADEA is likely to be interpreted in light of the political motivations of the parties. The DEPA contains a list of illustrative examples of AI principles such as explainability, transparency, fairness, and human rights-centric values, which indicates that the DEPA parties are inclined towards developing consensus on AI principles based on prevalent data ethics principles. Although the analogous provision in the SADEA does not include such an illustrative list, it does provide for a broad scope for cooperation between Singapore and Australia on AI research and governance, acknowledges the important role of regulatory frameworks on ethical AI and international alignment of AI frameworks, and encourages the development of AI frameworks consistent with internationally recognized principles and guidelines. The focus on cross-border regulatory cooperation and alignment and the recognition of international norms and guidelines in SADEA, therefore, suggests that both Singapore and Australia also intend to establish high-quality AI governance frameworks domestically consistent with international principles. Therefore, it can be at least theoretically argued that both these provisions could help in building a stronger foundation for the development of transnational frameworks on data governance. However, it remains to be seen whether the DEPA or SADEA parties will utilize these provisions in domestic or transnational practice.

Internet governance experts are likely to question the expanded role of digital trade agreements in addressing AI governance frameworks. However, it could be argued that these provisions incentivize parties to implement AI governance frameworks consistent with internationally recognized principles or guidelines, incorporating global norms and best practices by reference rather than prescribing specific principles or guidelines. Being best endeavors provisions, they will not require trade tribunals to assess whether a certain AI governance framework is consistent with international norms. However, for this very reason, such provisions may also become superflu-

143. DEPA, supra note 141, art. 8.2.4; SADEA, supra note 142, art. 31.3.
144. DEPA, supra note 141, art. 8.2.4.
145. SADEA, supra note 142, art. 31.
ous in circumstances where parties lack the political capability to enforce AI frameworks domestically.

With the expanding role of digital technologies in the global economy, Data Ethics Measures are more likely to be scrutinized under international trade law in the near future. Data Ethics Measures can play a critical role in strengthening digital trust and thereby facilitating digital trade. At the same time, certain Data Ethics Measures are clearly trade-restrictive and can be especially cumbersome for foreign companies to implement due to varying regulatory frameworks across countries. Consequently, such measures are likely to implicate different obligations contained in international trade agreements.

IV. Data Ethics and International Trade Agreements

This section discusses whether Data Ethics Measures are consistent with international trade agreements. Section IV(A) focuses on the consistency of Data Ethics Measures with non-discrimination and market access obligations, while Section IV(B) focuses on domestic regulation disciplines in GATS. These two sections argue that the lack of multilateral technical standards on digital services and the uncertainties in the classification of digital services under GATS often complicates the application of these obligations to Data Ethics Measures. Sections IV(C) and IV(D) assess whether general exceptions and specific exceptions related to data flows in Electronic Commerce/Digital Trade Chapters of recent PTAs can justify trade-restrictive Data Ethics Measures. These sections argue that exceptions in international trade agreements can be interpreted to justify trade-restrictive measures with a legitimate data ethics rationale. However, trade tribunals must exercise caution in assessing the ethical element of such measures and their necessity in achieving data ethics objectives, including compliance with requirements in domestic privacy or cybersecurity laws. The lack of sufficient technological certainty and regulatory heterogeneity in emerging sectors such as AI will be a significant hurdle in assessing the necessity of such measures. Finally, Section IV(E) explains how provision on protection of trade secrets in the TRIPS Agreement and prohibitions on disclosure of source code in recent PTAs apply to Data Ethics Measures, as well as their impact on algorithmic accountability.
and transparency. This section argues that while provisions on trade secrets can be interpreted fairly to balance public and commercial interests, governments must exercise the available exceptions for trade secret disclosures in good faith.

A. Non-Discrimination and Market Access

A common tool that governments adopt to achieve sound data governance and privacy and security in data-driven services is regulating how companies transfer and process data. As discussed in Section III, some of these restrictions are more direct, such as data localization laws, while others tend to be indirect, such as conditional restrictions on cross-border data transfers and other processing restrictions in data protection laws. Governments can also ban specific data-driven technologies, such as facial recognition software, either completely or at least from some or all foreign companies. This section argues that such restrictions may violate obligations on non-discrimination, specifically National Treatment (NT) and Most Favored Nation Treatment (MFN), as well as market access.

MFN and NT are the core obligations on non-discrimination in international trade law. The MFN obligation is breached if a country favors or disfavors digital services or service suppliers from specific countries in comparison to all other countries. For example, MFN treatment obligation in Article II of the GATS applies when a WTO member state fails to “accord immediately and unconditionally to services and service suppliers of any other Member treatment no less favourable than that it accords to like services and service suppliers of any other country.”\(^\text{146}\) However, if a WTO member has listed specific service sectors in its Annex on Article II Exemptions, the MFN obligation does not apply to such sectors.\(^\text{147}\) In contrast, NT requires that a country accord foreign services and service suppliers “treatment no less favourable than it accords to its own like services and service suppliers.”\(^\text{148}\) Essentially, this obligation prevents countries from favoring domestic services or service suppliers, disfavoring foreign services or service suppliers, or both. This obligation applies only in those

\(^{146}\) GATS, supra note 21, art. II:1.
\(^{147}\) Id. art. II:2.
\(^{148}\) Id. art. XVII:1.
service sectors and modes of delivery in which WTO members have inscribed commitments in their GATS Schedule.

The obligation of market access, such as Article XVI of the GATS, prohibits members from adopting or maintaining measures in service sectors where they have made commitments that limit the “number of service suppliers,” the “total value of service transactions or assets,” the “total number of service operations or . . . total quantity of service output,” the “total number of persons that may be employed in a particular service sector or that a service supplier may employ,” “the participation of foreign capital,” and the “specific types of legal entity or joint venture through which a service supplier may supply a service.”149 Provisions on market access and non-discrimination are also found in many PTAs.150

Non-discrimination obligations apply only if the domestic and various foreign services and service suppliers are like. When a measure differentiates domestic and various foreign services or service suppliers exclusively based on country of origin, “likeness can be presumed.”151 A straightforward example is banning a software service or service supplier originating in one country.152 If no instance of origin-based discrimination exists, the test of likeness primarily entails determining whether a “competitive relationship” exists between foreign and domestic services or service suppliers.153

149. Id., art. XVI: 2.

150. However, PTAs may have different Scheduling mechanisms. For example, where market access and NT commitments under GATS apply only in those sectors which members have expressly included in their respective Schedules, several U.S. PTAs provide for a negative list of all sectors in which market access and NT commitments are not applicable.


152. For instance, the ban on Huawei and TikTok in several countries will qualify as an example of MFN violation under GATS Article II. Zhongdong Niu, Huawei and TikTok Are at the Forefront of a New Drift to Regionalism – Many Others Will Follow, CONVERSATION (July 29, 2020), https://theconversation.com/huawei-and-tiktok-are-at-the-forefront-of-a-new-drift-to-regionalism-many-others-will-follow-143306 [https://perma.cc/VD3U-G69B].

153. E.g., Panel Report, China—Certain Measures Affecting Electronic Payment Services, ¶ 7.700, WTO Doc. WT/DS413/R (adopted Aug. 31, 2012); see also Panel Report, Argentina—Measures Relating to Trade in Goods and Services, ¶ 7.161, WTO Doc. WT/DS453/R (adopted May 9, 2016) (“In our view, the likeness analysis under Article II of the GATS does not differ from the like-
factors in evaluating competition between different services are the intrinsic character or nature and property (including quality) of the services, their end use, and consumer perceptions.154

Data Ethics Measures can be challenged under non-discrimination provisions in international trade agreements if they discriminate against like foreign services or service suppliers. WTO tribunals have developed the test of likeness as a case-by-case inquiry.155 In the context of digital services, this means that WTO panels will likely apply existing criteria and determine the likeness of data ethics-compliant digital services and non-compliant services based on their online functions, their purposes for end users, and their sectoral classification. With the increasing digitalization of human activities, data ethics considerations may affect consumer choices more prominently in the future; privacy considerations arguably already play a pivotal role in consumer choices in several E.U. countries.156 In this case, discrimination claims against such Data Ethics Measures may not be sustainable under the GATS because consumers may clearly differentiate between services that do and do not comply with ethics principles.

An unresolved question in the context of data-driven services is whether the scale or size of a digital service supplier

---


should be a relevant factor in determining likeness.\textsuperscript{157} For example, can a Big Tech company like Amazon or Microsoft be considered competitive in the same market as local Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) providing similar online services? For instance, one could argue that these two services are not competitors in the same market because the data capabilities of Big Tech companies far exceed any local SMEs, thus leading to huge qualitative differences in services, even though these services prima facie appear similar in nature.\textsuperscript{158} However, WTO panels may not consider these factors relevant if they adhere to the traditional criteria of likeness in determining market competition. While this question is not discussed in this article, further analysis may be helpful to understand if panels should adjust the likeness test for data-driven service sectors.\textsuperscript{159}

In the future, governments may distinguish digital services or service suppliers adhering to high standards of data ethics from those that do not. A government may develop a certification or verification mechanism to monitor all digital services and service suppliers or ban digital services originating in countries with known records of data ethics violations. A relevant example is the development of a data ethics seal prototype in Denmark by the Ministry of Industry, Business and Financial Affairs to provide certification to companies that comply with good data ethics practices and use data responsibly.\textsuperscript{160} A data ethics seal is likely to be considered a regulatory mea-

\textsuperscript{157} I thank Neeraj R.S. for raising this interesting question in our discussions.

\textsuperscript{158} An alternate means of determining market competition is to use a test common in competition law, i.e., whether a small but significant and non-transitory increase in price in the big foreign services would lead consumers to switch to local digital services or vice versa. However, this test may be difficult to employ for so-called free digital services, such as those offered by Google or Facebook.

\textsuperscript{159} Indeed, the Appellate Body in Argentina—Financial Services already indicated that the likeness test cannot be wholesale incorporated from GATT to GATS and may need to be adapted given the specific context of services. Argentina—Financial Services Appellate Body Report, supra note 151, ¶¶ 6.33, 6.41.

sure based on the relevant data ethics standards and regulations within the country rather than based on market competition or differentiation.161 In the future, the possible implications of such data certification mechanisms on market competition cannot be ruled out. However, given that current consumer preferences across most countries are not significantly shaped by data ethics considerations,162 data ethics-compliant digital services are difficult to distinguish from other services, at least from the perspective of market competition enshrined in the GATS likeness test. Thus, the remaining part of this section analyzes whether Data Ethics Measures violate non-discrimination obligations under international trade law.

The restrictions contained in data protection and cybersecurity laws on cross-border data transfers and other processing requirements can violate non-discrimination obligations. For instance, strict data localization—like the relevant law in Russia—compels the majority of foreign service suppliers to relocate their data operations domestically, which increases their compliance costs and significantly reduces their competitiveness.163 Although this requirement prima facie applies to all companies, foreign companies using global servers for their data processing operations are more likely to be affected by this measure than domestic digital companies. Therefore, if countries have offered relevant commitments in their GATS Schedule in sectors such as computer and related services,

161. It is possible that competition may develop between different data seals devised by different regulators, but this kind of regulatory competition can be distinguished from market competition.

162. See, e.g., Sheila Colclasure, On the Ethical Use of Data Vs. the Internet of Things, Forbes (Dec. 21, 2016), https://www.forbes.com/sites/ciocentral/2016/12/21/on-the-ethical-use-of-data-vs-the-internet-of-things/#5a8ec05a1247 [https://perma.cc/B9YW-XKQM] (arguing that "[m]ost consumers are not preoccupied with knowing exactly how data about themselves is collected, analyzed and used").

data localization laws are likely to violate NT. Similarly, aspects of data protection laws can breach certain non-discrimination obligations. For instance, under the GDPR, cross-border data transfers are allowed only to specific groups of countries based on the European Commission’s assessment of the adequacy of their data protection framework. This arrangement may violate the MFN obligation under the GATS, as data transfer is not permitted to countries that have not attained a positive adequacy assessment from the European Commission. However, in examining this question, the WTO panels must take into account the competitive conditions between E.U. and non-E.U. digital services or service suppliers in the relevant sectors, as the adequacy arrangement is likely to be viewed as origin-based discrimination based on legitimate regulatory differences between different groups of countries.

---

164. The main question for assessment would be the sector(s) in which the data localization law applies and how the Member has scheduled commitments in those sectors on NT and market access. For example, data localization for all e-payment services would require an assessment of whether a Member has inscribed any NT or market access commitments on e-payment services.


166. GDPR, *supra* note 64, art. 45.

167. The same argument could have applied to the data transfer agreement between the European Union and the United States (Privacy Shield), which was recently invalidated in the *Schrems-II* decision. Case C-311/18, Data Protection Commissioner v. Facebook Ireland and Maximillian Schrems (July 16, 2020), http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=A582C853AB28063A9F56B8218682A9C0?text=&docid=228677&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=12744516 [https://perma.cc/BMH4-TX2H].

Data Ethics-related Measures can also violate market access obligations, such as Article XVI of the GATS.\textsuperscript{169} For example, subject to E.U. commitments in different service sectors and modes of delivery on market access, the restrictions on cross-border data transfers in the GDPR can restrict the number of non-E.U. suppliers, especially small-sized companies.\textsuperscript{170} This could be a violation of Article XVI of the GATS.\textsuperscript{171} An example of a more blatant violation of market access would be a complete ban on a specific kind of data-driven technology, like facial recognition.\textsuperscript{172} Although a detailed discussion is outside the scope of this article, the classification of various data-driven services remains contentious given the fast evolution of these technologies, the dated nature of the majority of GATS Schedules, and the converging nature of digital services combining software, audiovisual, and telecommunications services into a single platform or service.\textsuperscript{173}

B. Domestic Regulation

International trade agreements also contain disciplines on domestic regulation. The most prominent example is Article VI of the GATS, which imposes an obligation to administer domestic regulations affecting trade in services in a “reasonable, objective and impartial manner.”\textsuperscript{174} Further, Article VI of the GATS contains general obligations requiring WTO mem-
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bers to institute tribunals and proper procedures for reviewing, approving, and providing remedies for administrative decisions.¹⁷⁵ For sectors in which members have offered specific commitments, Article VI:5 of the GATS prohibits members from imposing licensing requirements or technical standards that would “nullify and impair” those commitments, including requirements that are burdensome or not based on objective and transparent criteria,¹⁷⁶ or that “could not reasonably have been expected of that Member at the time the specific commitments in those sectors were made.”¹⁷⁷ In assessing whether the licensing and qualification requirements and technical standards are reasonable and based on objective criteria, WTO panels can consider international standards set by “relevant international organizations.”¹⁷⁸

Provisions on domestic regulation can be relevant in the context of Data Ethics Measures. For example, certain aspects of the GDPR, such as the principle of data minimization, requiring that data collected and processed should not be held or further used unless clearly stated in advance or the requirement to obtain fully informed consent for data processing activities, could limit the manner in which personal data of E.U. residents is used for commercial data operations.¹⁷⁹ Further, such checks impose restrictive standards or authorization and licensing requirements on data use and reuse, especially for foreign companies, potentially violating obligations on domestic regulation.¹⁸⁰ Similarly, certain available safeguards in the GDPR for transferring data to non-E.U. countries such as standard contractual clauses for inter-company transfers and binding corporate rules for intra-company transfers¹⁸¹ are disproportionately burdensome and expensive, especially for smaller
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¹⁸¹. GDPR, supra note 64, art. 46. Cf. European Commission Memorandum MEMO/05/03, Standard Contractual Clauses for the Transfer of Personal Data to Third Countries – Frequently Asked Questions (May 5, 2007) (explaining standard contractual clauses).
foreign companies and, thus could violate obligations on domestic regulation.

Government mandated technical standards for data-driven services could also become a trade barrier, particularly if the standard imposed is inconsistent with global industry standards. The AI race has resulted in fierce competition among certain countries, especially China and the United States, to develop their own domestic standards that can eventually become de facto global standards, thereby giving these domestic players a greater share in the global markets.

Article VI:5 read with Article VI:4 of the GATS requires that any standards or technical requirements imposed by governments on service suppliers be reasonable, objective, and not unnecessarily restrictive. In making this assessment, trade tribunals could look at standards developed by relevant organizations, but this definition is limiting because the GATS defines relevant organizations as “international bodies whose membership is open to the relevant bodies of at least all Members of the WTO.” This definition is more likely to cover multilateral institutions and exclude transnational and multi-stakeholder bodies that allow participation of non-state entities. This is because many private standard-setting bodies do not allow for traditional state membership or participation by state regulatory agencies. Although private bodies play a central role in technical standard-setting in the digital sector, AI

---
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standards developed by internet technical bodies or private bodies are unlikely to be covered by the GATS, even if they are well-accepted industry standards. Therefore, the existing rules on trade in services can fall short of facilitating open and competitive standard-setting practices. Considering that the majority of technical standards prevalent in the digital sector are developed by multistakeholder and private bodies, this deficiency in the rules on trade in services is an evident gap in international trade law.

C. Justifying Data Ethics Measures Under WTO General Exceptions

Although Data Ethics Measures can violate obligations in international trade agreements, they are often informed by public interest. This section examines the relevance of general exceptions in international trade agreements to justify Data Ethics Measures. The general exceptions contained in WTO treaties are discussed first as they have been incorporated in several PTAs. Section IV(D) then covers specific exceptions in PTAs in electronic commerce or digital trade chapters that can apply to Data Ethics Measures.

1. The Relevance of GATS General Exceptions in Justifying Data Ethics Measures

Countries may defend Data Ethics Measures enforced through domestic data protection or cybersecurity laws under GATS art XIV(c)(ii). This provision applies if a measure: (a) is implemented to secure compliance with domestic “laws and regulations,” including those protecting the privacy of indi-

188. Military applications of AI and the use of security exceptions in international trade agreements are outside the scope of this article, but for a discussion on this topic, see Amandeep Singh Gill, Artificial Intelligence and International Security: The Long View, 33 ETHICS & INT’L AFF. 169, 169–79 (2019); Steven Hill, AI’s Impact on Multilateral Military Cooperation: Experience from NATO, 114 AJIL UNBOUND 147, 147–51 (2020).

189. See Appellate Body Report, Mexico—Taxes on Soft Drinks and Other Beverages, ¶ 79, WTO Doc. WT/DS308/AB/R (adopted Mar. 24, 2006) [hereinafter Mexico—Taxes on Soft Drinks Appellate Body Report] (holding that “laws and regulations” refer to domestic laws and regulations and does not include international law unless it is incorporated into domestic law).
individuals’ personal data, records, and accounts; (b) is consistent with WTO law; and (c) is necessary to comply with laws and regulations.190 Article XIV(c)(ii) can be interpreted in an evolutionary manner to cover aspects of digital privacy falling within the broad spectrum of data ethics.193 For instance, “protection of the privacy of individuals”192 can be interpreted to cover laws preventing unauthorized online government surveillance of individuals and indiscriminate use of personal data by companies without express user consent. Similarly, domestic cybersecurity laws may be related to certain aspects of data ethics and broadly covered under domestic laws pertaining to safety193 or prevention of fraudulent or deceptive practices.194 In Article XIV(c), the term “secures compliance” implies that domestic laws and regulations should “enforce ‘obligations’ contained in [those] laws and regulations.”195 For example, data processing outside a state’s borders may be restricted to prohibit illegal third-party use of personal data. However, the WTO Appellate Body (AB) has found that “se-

190. GATS, supra note 21, art. XIV(c)(ii). The specific steps for testing the necessity of measures under Article XIV(c) were set out in Panel Report, United States—Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting Services, ¶¶ 6.536–6.537, WTO Doc. WT/DS285/R (adopted Apr. 20, 2005) [hereinafter US—Gambling Panel Report]. See also Panel Report, Colombia—Indicative Prices and Restrictions on Ports of Entry, ¶ 7.514, WTO Doc. WT/DS366/R (adopted May 20, 2009) (holding that in raising a defence under the analogous provision of the GATT, Article XX(d), a WTO Member must “identify the laws or regulations for which it seeks to secure compliance, establish that those laws or regulations are not themselves WTO-inconsistent, and demonstrate that the particular measure at issue is itself designed to secure compliance with the relevant laws or regulations.”); Appellate Body Report, Korea—Measures Affecting Imports of Fresh, Chilled and Frozen Beef, ¶ 157, WTO Doc. WT/DS161/AB/R, WT/DS169/AB/R (adopted Jan. 10, 2001) [hereinafter Korea—Various Measures on Beef Appellate Body Report] (ruling in the context of Article XX(d) of the GATT); Appellate Body Report, Thailand—Customs and Fiscal Measures on Cigarettes from the Philippines, ¶ 177, WTO Doc. WT/DS371/AB/R (adopted July 15, 2011) (setting out the key elements of defence under Article XX(d) of the GATT).


192. GATS, supra note 21, art. XIV(c)(ii).

193. Id. art. XIV(c)(iii).

194. Id. art. XIV(c)(i).

“curing compliance” does not imply that the results of the measure can be guaranteed with “absolute certainty.”

Article XIV(c)(ii) applies to measures necessary for the protection of individual privacy. Thus, it may not be relevant for Data Ethics Measures addressing group privacy or discrimination, transparency of digital technologies, or other human rights concerns such as providing adequate remedies for violating individual rights. As argued below, these concerns fit better into the exception for public morals or public order.

Under Article XIV(a) of the GATS, WTO members can impose measures “necessary to protect public morals or to maintain public order.” The term public morals is not defined in the GATS, but public order is defined as “a genuine and sufficiently serious threat” to “one of the fundamental interests of society.” While the wording of the article indicates that public morals and public order have distinct meanings, WTO tribunals have acknowledged that these two concepts can be overlapping.

Theoretically, the concept of public morals can be interpreted with reference to universal morals, norms, or values, or to the specific values or culture of a country or community. As the GATS defines public order with reference to the fundamental interests of society—and not the international community—it may be argued that public morals must also be interpreted with reference to the specific values and culture of a country or community.
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197. GATS, supra note 21, art. XIV(a). See also General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994, art. XX(a), Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex 1A, 1867 U.N.T.S. 187 (1994) (allowing all WTO Members to impose any measures necessary to protect public morals, but does not include any reference to public order).

198. GATS art. XIV(a) n 5.

199. See, e.g., US—Gambling Panel Report, supra note 190, ¶ 6.468 (“[T]o the extent that both concepts [public morals and public order] seek to protect largely similar values, some overlap may exist.”).

country rather than the international community. Further, while the tension between universal and local values has not been addressed in WTO disputes, WTO tribunals have generally deferred to local values, despite occasional references to declarations and policy goals of the international community. For example, although a panel considered the importance of bridging the digital divide in Brazil with reference to the Millennium Development Goals in Brazil—Taxation, it did not suggest that members need to demonstrate that their public morals goals are aligned with or derived from international treaties or declarations.

WTO tribunals have considered varied policy objectives within the ambit of public morals and public order under Article XIV(a). For instance, in China—Publications and Audiovisual Products, the panel held that censorship of printed and digital content fell within the scope of Article XIV(a). In US—Gambling, the AB looked at various domestic laws and interpreted public morals to cover public order concerns related to “money laundering, organized crime, fraud, underage gambling and pathological gambling.” The panel stated that public morals under Article XIV(a) “denotes standards of

---

201. See, e.g., Ming Du, Permitting Moral Imperialism? The Public Morals Exception to Free Trade at the Bar of the World Trade Organization, 50 (4) J. WORLD TRADE 675 (2016) (discussing the risks of moral imperialism if public morals would include extraterritorial application of particular norms).


right and wrong conduct maintained by or on behalf of a community or nation,” and such standards “can vary in time and space, depending upon a range of factors, including prevailing social, cultural, ethical and religious values.” In another dispute, EC—Seal Products, the AB held that public morals covered animal welfare concerns. In Brazil—Taxation, the panel held that a measure imposed to bridge the digital divide and promote social inclusion fell within the scope of public morals. Finally, in Colombia—Textiles, the panel held that a domestic tariff intended to combat money laundering fell within the scope of public morals. Thus, the interpretation of Article XIV(a) of the GATS has generally been broad, flexible and evolutionary in light of contemporary policy concerns.

Given such a broad formulation of “public morals,” the international community has generally pushed towards interpreting general exceptions in a broad and flexible manner, including covering international human rights and transnational norms. However, scholars have warned that an excessively broad interpretation of this exception can lead to pretextual uses and even the breakdown of the multilateral WTO system, allowing members to obscure protectionist objectives under a broad, ambivalent category of public morals or public order.

How, then, should trade tribunals ascertain whether a measure genuinely qualifies as exceptional under public morals? Should they look at the broader context and rationale

211. Wu, supra note 200, at 217, 224; Moon, supra note 202, at 1004.  
212. Wu, supra note 200, at 248.
behind the related measure, or is it enough for governments to state that the concerned measure relates to public morality? In *EC – Seal Products*, the panel held that there are two key steps involved in this assessment: First, the stated policy concern must actually exist in the society, and second, the concern must fall within the scope of public morals. Each WTO member has the discretion to decide what constitutes a question of public morality, consistent with its values and systems. However, the AB has also held that there is no specific need to identify the existence of a risk or “identify the exact content of public morals standard” at issue because there can be “variations” of public morals from country to country. Further, members have the right to set “different levels of protection when responding to similar moral concern.” Unsurprisingly, no WTO tribunal has explicitly challenged a member’s understanding of what constitutes public morals or public order and what they perceive to be a risk to these values. Instead, investigation has been limited to the necessity of the measure to protect the state-identified public morals or maintain public order.

In light of the deference of WTO tribunals, Data Ethics-related Measures are very likely to be justified under the public morals or public order exception. Governments could argue that their regulatory requirements for algorithmic accountability or ethical design are important elements of their domestic public policy, even when they have a trade-restrictive impact. Additionally, a respondent state may claim that its Data Ethics Measures preserve individual rights recognized under domestic and international law and policy. However, as WTO...
tribunals resolve trade disputes and not human rights disputes, they cannot use Article XIV(a) for the purpose of enforcing international human rights.220 Rather, in applying Article XIV(a) to Data Ethics Measures, panels could read the provision in a manner that does not interfere with a human rights-centric approach in data governance at a domestic level.

Privacy can also be a moral issue, as it is intrinsically tied to cultural, religious, and social values in many societies.221 For instance, WTO members can argue that their privacy-related measures fall within the scope of Article XIV(a) of the GATS. For example, data related to one’s sexual preferences (a common data point for dating applications, for example) may be considered highly private, evoking moral concerns around harassment or discrimination. Similarly, a digital device may track information regarding the places the device holder is visiting and may therefore implicate spatial privacy concerns. Further, the emergence of Big Data analytics raises concerns around group privacy, discrimination against specific minority groups, and targeting dissidents of a political regime. Depending on the social context, Data Ethics Measures addressing these concerns can also broadly fall within the scope of public morals and public order under Article XIV(a).

2. Assessing the Necessity of Data Ethics Measures

In Korea – Various Measures on Beef, the AB set out a two-factor test to examine the necessity of a measure falling under the general exceptions contained in Article XX of the GATT: (i) the relative importance of the interests and values underlying the measure; and (ii) a “weighing and balancing” of those


policy objectives considering various factors such as contribution of the measure to the policy objective, the restrictive impact of the measure on international commerce, and availability of reasonable and less trade-restrictive alternatives as proposed by the complainant in the dispute. Usually, the more "vital" or "important" the policy objective behind a measure is, the easier it is for panels to accept the necessity of the measure.

If a measure falls under Article XIV of the GATS, the panel must examine the necessity of the measure to protect public morals or maintain public order under Article XIV(a) or to achieve compliance with domestic privacy or cybersecurity or other relevant laws under Article XIV(c). The first step in this test is assessing the contribution of the measure to the stated policy objective, i.e. determining whether there is "sufficient nexus" between the measure and the policy objective. This test requires an objective assessment of a variety of factors, including the "design, architecture, and revealing structure of a measure." For example, if a government imposes a restriction on cross-border data flows in order to safeguard individual privacy (e.g., a data localization requirement), a panel can investigate whether this measure contributes to enhancing privacy protection. Such a panel would likely note that several studies indicate that severe restrictions on data flows are generally ineffective in enhancing privacy. Similarly, locating data within domestic borders does not automatically increase individual control or access over data.

the contrary, such measures increase the possibility of unauthorized government surveillance and violation of human rights and interfere with the development of a healthy and competitive domestic digital market, especially when few domestic companies own all the data centers within a country.

Requirements imposed on digital companies to ensure that their algorithms and technical designs comply with the fundamental principles of data ethics, such as protecting human rights, prohibiting discrimination or bias, promoting accountability, and ensuring security and privacy of data provide another illustration of how the necessity test may be applied. For example, the GDPR requires data controllers to conduct a data protection impact assessment of technologies that are “likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons.”228 This could theoretically cover most AI/ML technologies, given the human rights risks inherent in their use.229 Countries might also impose domestic regulations requiring all digital technology companies to comply with internationally recognized technical standards, adopt designs that protect privacy and security by default, or certify their compliance with certain basic principles of ethical design.230 In contrast to blatant cross-border data transfer restrictions, such high-level requirements could be more effective in facilitating inclusive social behavior, preventing disinformation campaigns, and ensuring technologically robust solutions. Accordingly, such measures are more likely to satisfy the necessity test.

The next step in evaluating the necessity of a measure under Article XIV of the GATS is assessing “the restrictive impact of the measure on international commerce.”231 This could involve an assessment of all sectors affected by the measure. Indeed, as data-driven technologies, including AI, are used across several industries, highly restrictive measures will impact multiple sectors. Joshua P. Meltzer, an expert on digital trade, has argued that data localization measures have a very
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strong negative impact on AI-driven technologies. Another example is the restriction on automated repurposing of data that can adversely impact the scope and accuracy of Big Data analytics. These negative impacts will have to be balanced against the positive contributions of such measures in achieving their policy objectives.

Finally, in assessing the necessity of a measure under Article XIV of the GATS, WTO panels will consider if any of the complainant’s proposed less trade-restrictive alternatives are “reasonably available” or feasible for the defendant to implement. These alternatives must advance the stated policy objective to the same extent as the impugned trade-restrictive measure and any proposed alternative could entail additional risks and be subject to further regulatory constraints. The test regarding less trade-restrictive alternatives is not fully clear in WTO law and can sometimes lead to counterproductive outcomes. For example, in China – Publications and Audiovisual Products, the panel effectively concluded that content censorship by the Chinese government was a less trade-restrictive alternative to censorship by Chinese state-owned enterprises, a seemingly poor alternative in terms of protecting human rights.

232. Meltzer, supra note 138.
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Some experts consider self-regulatory and principles-based approaches to be more effective and efficient in the digital sector than highly prescriptive laws and regulations.\textsuperscript{238} For example, allowing companies to adopt globally competitive standards would better enhance trade than imposing specific technical standards. Global standards are also likely to be more transparent and secure than domestic technical standards. In general, however, many alternatives, such as self-regulatory mechanisms and data certification mechanisms, are viewed as complementary measures rather than alternatives to prescriptive laws and regulations.\textsuperscript{239} This is because countries are concerned about the robustness of these mechanisms and the representativeness of standards, especially if they are developed in private bodies without sufficient public oversight.\textsuperscript{240} Further, Least Developed Countries (LDCs) and several developing countries are expected to lack adequate regulatory resources and expertise to participate in the development of these standards and market-driven certification mechanisms.

From a technological perspective, assessing the effectiveness of means to achieve data ethics compliance is challenging. For example, as discussed previously, mandatory disclo-
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sure of algorithms does not always ensure transparency or predictability of outcomes as policymakers may not understand why AI programs reach certain decisions in specific cases. In the case of complex AI technologies, such as automated cars, demanding explainability of algorithms could result in reduced accuracy, thus compromising the safety of the user.\textsuperscript{241} As debates around explainability and understandings of how algorithmic accountability can be enhanced for complex AI evolve, trade tribunals must be prepared to engage in a more complex legal and technical analysis of Data Ethics Measures. In doing so, they may also be required to rely upon expert evidence from the internet technical community and engineers from transnational standard-setting organizations.

If a trade-restrictive measure provisionally satisfies the necessity test under one the sub-clauses of Article XIV of the GATS, it will be further examined for consistency with the chapeau requirement that application of the measure does not "constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where like conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade in services[.]"\textsuperscript{242} This provision prevents members from abusing the Article XIV exceptions.\textsuperscript{243} In conducting this assessment, the panel examines the implementation and operation of the measure to ensure that it is implemented in good faith.\textsuperscript{245} This requires an inquiry into the "design, architecture, and revealing structure of a measure" to assess if the measure violates the chapeau in "its actual or expected application."\textsuperscript{247}

For Data Ethics Measures, this step will entail examining how the measure is implemented, including instances of arbitrary discrimination or disguised protectionism. An example is where countries deliberately exclude foreign service suppliers from obtaining licenses or authorization to provide their services, irrespective of the quality and robustness of the techni-
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cal standards and algorithms used in these services. Another example is where governments illegally share the vital technical information of foreign service suppliers with domestic competitors, making it harder for foreign companies to compete in that market and causing IP or commercial losses. However, pragmatic difficulties might arise in proving that foreign governments are furthering domestic interests by leaking the trade secrets of foreign technology providers.

In conclusion, general exceptions in international trade agreements can be interpreted in a manner that supports principles of data ethics. Thus, international trade law does not prohibit governments from adopting or maintaining Data Ethics Measures outright. The exceptions are only a tool to ensure that the imposed measure is necessary to achieve the said moral or ethical policy objective(s) and does not contain arbitrary or protectionist elements. In fact, the WTO tribunals have thus far never interfered with how members define their policy agenda on preserving public morality or order. However, several questions remain uncertain in applying the necessity test. For instance, it is unclear what the limits for public morality should be as a justifiable policy basis for accommodating data ethics. Similarly, given the technological and policy uncertainty in this space, especially for complex AI, the standard of review that trade tribunals should adopt remains an open question.

D. Provisions in Electronic Commerce Chapters in PTAs on Data Flows

In addition to the abovementioned WTO treaties, rules in PTAs may also be relevant to Data Ethics Measures. Certain recent PTAs on data flows contain specific prohibitions on data localization measures and other forms of data restrictive measures in Electronic Commerce Chapters. Since several recent PTAs containing binding provisions on data localization and related measures are more or less directly derived from the Electronic Commerce Chapter of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement on Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), this section focuses on the consistency of Data Ethics Measures with the CPTPP.

Article 14.11.2 of the CPTPP requires all parties to “allow the cross-border transfer of information by electronic means,
including personal information, when this activity is for the conduct of the business of a covered person,” with “covered person” excluding financial institutions. Similarly, Article 14.3.2 prohibits parties from requiring a “covered person to use or locate computing facilities in that Party’s territory as a condition for conducting business in that territory.” The net impact of both these provisions is that several data restrictions imposed for data ethics policy objectives are likely to prima facie violate the CPTPP. However, the CPTPP also provides an exception that allows parties to adopt or maintain data localization measures or prohibit cross-border data flows if they are necessary to achieve legitimate public policy objectives. Such measures should not be applied in a manner that constitutes an arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or is a disguised restriction on international trade. One notable difference is that the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) does not provide any exception for data localization measures in its Digital Trade chapter, although the general exceptions incorporated by reference will still apply. Unlike the exhaustive WTO general exceptions, the provision in the CPTPP, USMCA, and other recent PTAs do not provide a specific list of policy objectives, instead referring to undefined “legitimate public policy objective[s].”

Data Ethics Measures contrary to PTA provisions on data localization and cross-border data flows can be defended under the exception for legitimate public policy objectives.
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Given the wording and structure of these provisions, a necessity test similar to that of the WTO general exceptions is likely to apply, assessing whether a Data Ethics Measure that restricts cross-border data flows is necessary to achieve a legitimate domestic public policy objective. Legitimate public policy objectives may be broadly understood to cover several aspects of data ethics, including privacy and security, algorithmic accountability, protection of human rights, and ethical design. A broad interpretation is especially justified as many PTAs generally acknowledge that countries have their own domestic regulatory requirements for data flows. 255

While governments may be able to use domestic policy objectives to impose data-restrictive measures through this exception, there may also be resulting legal uncertainty and potential misuse. Therefore, to ensure that exceptions are used solely for legitimate public policy objectives, PTA tribunals should apply the necessity test strictly. In other words, data localization measure or any other restriction on cross-border data transfer should contribute to promoting data ethics and should be the least trade restrictive means to do so. Further, tribunals must ensure that the measure is implemented in an even-handed manner, with no disguised protectionist intent.

E. Protection of Trade Secrets and Algorithmic Disclosure256

Article 39 of the TRIPS Agreement provides some protection to trade secrets to ensure that foreign companies are not subject to unfair competition, requiring members to “protect undisclosed information.”257 The core protection is contained in Article 39(2):

Natural and legal persons shall have the possibility of preventing information lawfully within their control from being disclosed to, acquired by, or used by


256. Although algorithms could also possibly be covered under other branches of IP law, such as patent law, that discussion lies outside the scope of this article.

others without their consent in a manner contrary to honest commercial practices so long as such information:

(a) is secret in the sense that it is not, as a body or in the precise configuration and assembly of its components, generally known among or readily accessible to persons within the circles that normally deal with the kind of information in question;

(b) has commercial value because it is secret; and

(c) has been subject to reasonable steps under the circumstances, by the person lawfully in control of the information, to keep it secret.258

This provision has not been interpreted in WTO disputes to date.259 However, reading both these provisions together, it could be argued that Article 39 of the TRIPS Agreement requires WTO members to ensure protection of undisclosed information so as to provide natural or legal persons with the possibility to protect information within their control from being acquired, disclosed, or used without their consent in a way that contravenes honest commercial practice. Such information must satisfy three requirements: (i) it should be a secret (i.e. not publicly available or readily accessible); (ii) it should have commercial value or competitive advantage because of its secrecy; and (iii) the business entity or individual should use reasonable steps to keep it secret.

Algorithms used in data-driven technologies qualify as information under Article 39(2) of the TRIPS Agreement because companies fiercely safeguard their algorithms, the basis of their competitive advantage in the digital market, from government or public scrutiny. Further, as trade secrets are not specifically defined, they can broadly include technical and business information that is not publicly available. Even

---

258. TRIPS Agreement art. 39(2) (footnote omitted).
259. However, the European Union has requested consultations with China on the ground that China’s foreign technology transfer measures are inconsistent with Article 39 of the TRIPS Agreement. Request for Consultations by the European Union, China—Certain Measures on the Transfer of Technology, at 5, WTO Doc. WT/DS549/1, G/L/1244, IP/D/39 (June 6, 2018). Japan has also requested to join these consultations. Request to Join Consultations by Japan, China—Certain Measures on the Transfer of Technology, WTO Doc. WT/DS549/6 (Jan. 21, 2019).
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databases such as training data can fall within the scope of Article 39(2); although some database entries may be publicly known, the process of assembling such datasets can be proprietary information.260

Article 39 of the TRIPS Agreement also requires all WTO members to provide avenues for companies to protect their algorithms, source code and other technical or proprietary information from unauthorized use, disclosure or acquisition in contravention of “honest commercial practices,” defined as including “practices such as breach of contract, breach of confidence and inducement to breach, and [ ] the acquisition of undisclosed information by third parties who knew, or were grossly negligent in failing to know, that such practices were involved in the acquisition.”261 Cases of commercial espionage through targeted cyber-attacks, for example, qualify as contrary to honest commercial practices.262 However, Article 39(2) does not explicitly state that governments should not contravene honest commercial practices. In fact, in practice governments can so act: for instance, when governments acquire information about algorithms and source code by imposing regulatory requirements and then illegally reveal such information to domestic competitors. While the provision is not explicit, Article 39(2) requires any party that is not the owner of confidential information or trade secrets to conform with honest commercial practices. Thus, when a government abuses its public powers to illegally benefit domestic companies, such action must be considered contrary to honest commercial practices. This interpretation is arguably consistent with the discussions among WTO members during the negotiation of the TRIPS Agreement provision on trade secrets.263

261. TRIPS Agreement art. 39(2) n 10.
practice, however, proving illegal state surveillance or trade secret theft is difficult.\textsuperscript{264} The next question is whether protection of algorithms as trade secrets under Article 39 of the TRIPS Agreement hampers algorithmic accountability. Article 39 requires WTO members to provide a route for companies to safeguard their trade secrets from espionage and illegal surveillance. However, it does not explicitly prohibit governments from demanding access to technical information when it is necessary to protect public interests. Therefore, legitimate measures that seek to verify algorithms for bias, compliance with domestic laws, or the technical security of code can be consistent with Article 39.

Further, Article 81(1) of the TRIPS Agreement provides that members may “adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socio-economic and technological development, provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement.”\textsuperscript{265} Under this provision, a member imposing mandatory algorithm or source code disclosure requirements for operating or selling in domestic markets could argue that such a measure is necessary to promote the public interest in data-driven sectors critical to socioeconomic and technological development. Here, legitimate public interests such as investigating algorithms for bias or technical flaws should be distinguished from ulterior motives such as stealing trade secrets to help domestic competitors. This distinction is important, as certain governments have been accused of misusing technical information to conduct illegal surveillance by, for instance, embedding secret backdoors in digital technologies or services in violation of individual privacy.\textsuperscript{266} One means of preventing such illegal practices is examining how governments conduct software audits.

that disclosure of trade secret should only be compelled during major emergencies).


\textsuperscript{265} TRIPS Agreement art. 8(1) (emphasis added).

Further, Article 8(1) states that such measures must be “necessary,” implying that countries will need to show a causal link between their refusal to protect certain trade secrets and the underlying public interest. Illegitimate government activities, such as stealing IP secrets of foreign companies or conducting illegal surveillance, do not constitute a public interest under Article 8(1).

Some recent PTAs contain specific provisions that prohibit parties from requiring transfer of or access to source code “as a condition for the import, distribution, sale or use of such software, or of products containing such software, in its territory.” However, in many PTAs, including the CPTPP, this prohibition only applies to mass-market software, not critical infrastructure. Given that critical infrastructure is usually defined ambiguously, this prohibition may not apply to software used in several sectors. The USMCA, the European Union-Mexico Global Agreement, and the Agreement Be-

---

267. TRIPS Agreement art. 8(1).
269. CPTPP, supra note 174, art. 14.17.2.
between the European Union and Japan for an Economic Partnership do not contain a carve out for critical infrastructure, but they do contain relatively broad exceptions allowing governments to demand access to source code.\textsuperscript{271}

The question then arises whether these PTA provisions prohibit governments from demanding access to source code or algorithms in order to ensure compliance with domestic laws and regulations and with the principles of data ethics, such as ensuring algorithmic accountability and reducing disinformation campaigns. A closer scrutiny of the relevant provisions in different PTAs indicates that the prohibitions on mandatory disclosure of source code and algorithms do not necessarily interfere with governments’ ability to regulate data-driven sectors for ethical reasons. This is because such provisions cover various circumstances in which governments may still demand access to source code for ensuring compliance with data ethics principles.\textsuperscript{272}

First, the CPTPP and subsequent agreements that borrow CPTPP language, including the Peru-Australia Free Trade Agreement (PAFTA) and Indonesia-Australia Free Trade Agreement, allow governments to demand modification of source code to ensure compliance with domestic laws and regulations.\textsuperscript{273} It can be implied from these provisions that, to require modification of source code, governments must be able to demand access to companies’ source code for verification. However, the lack of an explicit provision allowing regulatory access to source code for legal purposes in the CPTPP creates some uncertainty.

Second, the USMCA and the Agreement between Japan and the United States on Digital Trade provide for a broader exception allowing a regulatory body or judicial authority to require access to source code and algorithms for “specific in-

\textsuperscript{271}. USMCA, supra note 252, art.19.16.2; EU-Mexico Global Agreement: Chapter on Digital Trade, supra note 290, art. 9.3; EU-Japan EPA, supra note 290, art. 8.73.2.

\textsuperscript{272}. The Japan-Mongolia FTA is the only PTA to date containing no specific exceptions allowing governments to demand access to source code/algorithms for public policy reasons.

\textsuperscript{273}. CPTPP, supra note 174, art. 14.17.3; PAFTA, supra note 268, art. 13.16.3; Indonesia–Australia Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement, signed 4 March 2019, [2020] ATS 9 (entered into force 5 July 2020), art. 13.13.3 [hereinafter Indonesia-Australia FTA].
vestigation, inspection, examination, enforcement action, or judicial proceeding, subject to safeguards against unauthorized disclosure.” These provisions provide greater legal certainty to governments’ ability to regulate algorithms that may be discriminatory (and are thus better worded than the CPTPP provision discussed above). Further, the safeguard against unauthorized disclosure is critical in preserving the commercial interests of digital companies.

Third, the European Union-Mexico Global Agreement and European Union-Japan Free Trade Agreement recognize that prohibitions on disclosure of source code do not apply to enforcement of intellectual property rights or affect any requirements for providing remedies in domestic competition law. The CPTPP and PAFTA specify that the requirements on source code disclosure do not affect any requirements pertinent to patent applications. Under the Indonesia-Australia FTA and the European Union-Mexico Global Agreement, parties are permitted to require access to source code for protection of their “essential security interests.” The European Union-Mexico Agreement also explicitly states that parties are permitted to adopt or maintain measures for achieving “a legitimate public policy objective, including to ensure security and safety, for instance in the context of a certification procedure.” Therefore, although certain countries have signed PTAs that prohibit them from imposing disclosure or transfer of source code requirements as a domestic market access condition, the broad exceptions available under most of these PTAs allow for measures necessary to ensure algorithmic accountability and transparency.

274. USMCA, supra note 252, art. 19.16.2; Agreement Between the United States and Japan Concerning Digital Trade, supra note 268, art. 17.2.
275. EU-Mexico Global Agreement: Chapter on Digital Trade, supra note 268, art. 9.3; EU-Japan EPA, supra note 268, art. 8.73.2.
276. CPTPP, supra note 174, art. 14.17.4; PAFTA, supra note 268, art. 13.16.4.
277. Indonesia-Australia FTA, supra note 273, art. 13.13.5; EU-Mexico Global Agreement: Chapter on Digital Trade, supra note 268, art. 16.9.3.
278. EU-Mexico Global Agreement: Chapter on Digital Trade, supra note 268, art. 9.2 (a).
V. Policy Challenges of Data Ethics Measures

This section focuses on the policy challenges underlying the interface of international trade law and data ethics. It explores the various ways in which these challenges can be addressed, using existing trade law tools and incorporating new rules and mechanisms that align international trade law with data ethics principles. Section V(A) argues that exceptions in international trade agreements can accommodate Data Ethics Measures, but trade tribunals must adopt a coherent and balanced standard of review in evaluating both the ethics rationale and necessity of such measures in achieving compliance with data ethics principles. Section V(B) argues that trade secret protection provisions can play a critical role in balancing commercial interests and public concerns over data ethics, but such provisions must be implemented in good faith and subject to local and transnational accountability structures. These provisions have limited application, indicating the need for reforms to ensure a holistic approach in aligning international trade law with data ethics. Thus, Section V(C) explains how multilateral trade rules can accommodate multistakeholder norms, standards, and best practices in data governance through new rules and mechanisms in international trade agreements.

A. The Ethical Dimension of Data Regulation: Using Exceptions Meaningfully

Exceptions in international trade agreements are “safety valves” to accommodate unique domestic interests.279 This article emphasizes the importance of the general exceptions in the GATS as well as the legitimate public policy exception in the Electronic Commerce/Digital Trade Chapters in PTAs. Since the concepts of public morals and public order in Article XIV(a) of the GATS has generally been interpreted in the context of the values and ethics of a society or community,280 Data Ethics Measures are likely to qualify under the general exceptions. Similarly, exceptions for legitimate public policy objectives in PTAs can broadly cover data ethics concerns. Fi-

280. See supra notes 215–17 and accompanying text.
nally, countries can argue that certain Data Ethics Measures related to protecting individual privacy are justified under Article XIV(c)(ii) of the GATS as necessary to ensure compliance with domestic laws.

However, a very broad interpretation of the above exceptions may lead to potential abuse: for instance, if countries disguise their protectionist intent or ulterior motives in measures claimed as necessary to promote higher standards of data ethics. Scholars such as Ming Du have warned that a weak formulation of GATS exceptions on public morality and public order can render those exceptions "empty procedural requirement[s]." In order to minimize misuse, trade tribunals must adopt a coherent and balanced standard of review in investigating Data Ethics Measures. However, difficult questions arise about the degree of discretion tribunals should have in dealing with technological and policy uncertainty. Similarly, the potential tension between universal values and specific domestic preferences on data ethics implicates difficult judgments regarding the normative boundaries of the exceptions contained in international trade agreements. International trade tribunals must employ both legal and technological evidence to make a holistic assessment of Date Ethics Measures under the necessity test. They should refrain from engaging in a de novo review, but they must also not adopt a standard so deferential as to limit their ability to curtail instances of blatant protectionism. Thus, striking the right balance is critical for a meaningful application of general exceptions to justify Data Ethics Measures.

One means of reducing blatant abuse of the exceptions in the GATS and PTAs is to align trade tribunal decisions with policy developments in the international community on data governance. However, despite the increasing international engagement on such issues, WTO tribunals are likely to continue reading general exceptions with a fair degree of deference to local values, especially since WTO law recognizes the right to regulate. The same holds true for exceptions contained in

281. Du, supra note 201, at 692.
282. See, e.g., GATS, supra note 21, pmbl. (recognizing "the right of Members to regulate, and to introduce new regulations, on the supply of services within their territories in order to meet national policy objectives and, given asymmetries existing with respect to the degree of development of services

R
Electronic Commerce Chapters of PTAs, where legitimate public policy objectives will inevitably be tested against local values and systems.

A second route is to adopt a more stringent application of the weighing and balancing test under the exceptions. The necessity test is generally meaningful in detecting discriminatory or unnecessarily trade-restrictive measures, and looking at the technical aspect of a measure is less controversial than examining its moral or ethical elements, which often implicate sensitive political or cultural questions.

A more radical approach is to acknowledge the relevance of technological mechanisms to the regulation of data-driven technologies (provided these mechanisms meet the due process and rule of law requirements within the domestic jurisdiction). Kroll and others have argued that computer scientists or engineers are likely to play a critical role in verifying that designs and codes of data-driven technologies actually support a fair decision-making process. Precision in understanding algorithmic decision-making thus requires computer scientists to fully understand policy processes, so they can design technologies that meet necessary specifications and can be verified with considerable certainty. This approach is not supported by the majority of domestic laws and regulations, which appear to be deliberately ambiguous.

Several governments impose requirements to disclose source code and other vital technical information for software regulations in different countries, the particular need of developing countries to exercise this right).


284. See generally Mishra, supra note 135 (arguing that protectionist measures disguised as privacy and cybersecurity measures are unlikely to meet the threshold of GATS Article XIV).

285. Kroll et al., supra note 34, at 642.
However, this approach is arguably less effective than requiring companies to comply with ethical design thresholds for fair and transparent automated decision-making. In the past, WTO tribunals have respected states’ choices to rely upon minority scientific opinion rather than mainstream science, as national authorities are better able to assess which risks are compatible with unique local values. Therefore, WTO panels may not consider these mechanisms relevant. But as they become more widespread and effective, they could be viable alternatives to more trade-restrictive mechanisms that compromise the proprietary trade secrets of competitors.

---


287. Kroll et al., *supra* note 34, at 644–45. One proposed approach is to design modular programmes and then test each individual module against the necessary specifications. White box testing, randomised processes, and zero knowledge proof with cryptographic commitments are other options to achieve fair outcomes in automated decision-making. *Id.* at 663, 665, 669, 672–73. See also Desai & Kroll, *supra* note 55, at 10 (“[H]andling over code often will not enable the political accountability results those in favor of so-called algorithmic transparency desire.”).

technology companies and disincentivize digital innovation. In that regard, the development of Explainable AI (XAI) will be a welcome development for digital trade.

Finally, digitally developed countries may also experiment with regulatory sandboxes (e.g., with specific companies, in specific sectors, or specific applications of digital technologies), to determine appropriate checks and balances, including whether certain decision-making processes should not be solely driven by data-driven technologies so as to avoid undesirable policy outcomes. Sandboxes can be important in achieving legitimate public policy objectives, so they will most likely be consistent with international trade law.

B. Trade Secret Protection Versus Public Interest

The lack of trust in algorithms of data-driven services has increased the pressure on governments to acquire better access to proprietary technical and business information to verify the security of software and prevent algorithmic bias, especially in AI/ML technologies. Expectedly, technology companies are likely to be guarded about sharing their source codes, algorithms, and other critical trade secrets with governments, especially given the chances of economic or political espionage. Protecting companies’ proprietary software and trade secrets while also ensuring governments’ ability to regulate the digital sector to promote ethical data practices entails a delicate balance.

Although international trade agreements contain provisions that prohibit unauthorized or involuntary disclosure of source code or algorithms, they also contain exceptions al-

---

289. McGregor et al., supra note 74, at 314.
allowing governments to access to source code or algorithms when needed for public policy reasons.\(^{291}\) Given that establishing commercial espionage or trade secret theft is very challenging due to the covert nature of the activity,\(^{292}\) technology companies could instead seek protection for their proprietary software and algorithms under IP laws, especially trade secret laws. However, very broad exceptions can reduce this protection. Ultimately, IP protection may adversely impact innovation,\(^{293}\) but the secrecy of algorithms can also obstruct algorithmic accountability.\(^{294}\)

In order to strike a balance between the public and commercial interests in data-driven systems, provisions on source code or algorithmic disclosure and trade secret protection in international trade agreements can and should be interpreted in a manner that promotes higher standards of data ethics. Certain recent PTAs have balanced protecting public interest and promoting digital innovation by including broad carve outs for critical infrastructure services and exceptions that cover a range of legitimate public policy objectives.\(^{295}\) However, governments must use these exceptions in good faith and not impose unnecessary restrictions. Further, overly broad exceptions must be avoided in international trade agreements to prevent malicious state actors.

Accountability structures at the domestic level will be essential to ensure compliance with the principles of data ethics. Algorithms can be verified using technological mechanisms, like verifying that the software meets certain specifications, as well as through laws and regulations such as those holding companies liable for the malfunctioning of data-driven tech-

\(^{291}\) See discussion supra Section IV(E).


\(^{295}\) See discussion supra Section IV(E).
nologies. Deven Desai and Joshua A. Kroll term the former “technical accountability” and the latter “legal-political accountability.” They argue that technical accountability such as verification through computer science methods is a “necessary step” to achieving legal-political accountability. For example, a legal framework can recognize voluntary certification mechanisms developed by engineers that check whether a specific software or algorithm complies with relevant standards of data ethics compliance. However, domestic laws and regulations typically do not sufficiently acknowledge the role of technical accountability, often leading to weaker regulatory choices.

International trade agreements can incentivize countries to develop technical accountability alongside legal-political accountability to ensure stronger compliance with data ethics principles. For example, DEPA requires all parties to endeavor to promote AI governance frameworks compatible with internationally recognized standards. Although not legally binding, such provisions can encourage countries to develop mutually compatible frameworks on data-driven technologies as well as address problems of technical and politico-legal accountability in a complementary manner. For instance, through the regulatory cooperation mechanisms available and encouraged in international trade agreements, countries could agree to mutually recognize a multistakeholder body of highly qualified engineers and other technical experts that monitors and reviews data-driven technologies for compliance with the key principles of data ethics. Such bodies could also be designed to incorporate sufficient (inter)governmental oversight. In the long run, such mechanisms may also facilitate the multilateral-

296. Desai & Kroll, supra note 55, at 11.
297. Id.
298. See GDPR, supra note 64, art. 42 (allowing for development of privacy seals and trust marks in the European Union).
299. The development of XAI may make this requirement more relevant in the future.
300. See Fjeld et al., supra note 15, at 32 (exploring the possibility of a monitoring body to regulate AI and the different, transnational visions for what such a body would be like); see also SELECT COMMITTEE ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, supra note 58, at 128 (suggesting collaboration between The Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation (a government body), the Alan Turing Institute, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the British Standards Institute, and other expert bodies).
信息化 of an ethical data framework, thereby reducing instances of regulatory conflict and promoting ethical data regulation practices transnationally.

C. International Cooperation for Data-Driven Innovation and Technical Standards

The international community has repeatedly recognized the significance of multistakeholder models in resolving difficult policy challenges in data governance, such as promoting data ethics. Achieving compliance with data ethics principles will thus necessarily require meaningful collaboration between governments, technology companies, and relevant multistakeholder and transnational organizations dealing with data governance. The current predominant approach of imposing highly prescriptive Data Ethics Measures is likely to be ineffective in achieving balanced data-driven innovation. For instance, several unilateral trade policies in the digital sector are resulting in tit-for-tat strategies, including significant decoupling in the technology sector between leading digital powers, thereby reducing competitiveness and sustainability in digital innovation. Similarly, standard-setting competition between digital powers, especially in AI, is leading to unproductive outcomes. In contrast, if leading digital powers worked towards bridging the gaps between their domestic policies, multilateral trade rules, and transnational norms and best practices, a more balanced and sustainable data-driven innovation framework could be achieved.


practices in data governance, data-driven innovation would advance rapidly.

An important component of bridging this gap is ensuring recognition of globally competitive technical standards on data-driven services and technologies in international trade agreements. Standards play an important role in ensuring trust and interoperability.\(^{304}\) The first intergovernmental standard on AI was adopted by the OECD Council on May 22, 2019.\(^{305}\) However, the digital industry is predominantly dependent on private standards developed by multistakeholder or private bodies such as the IEEE, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the IETF. Yet rules on trade in services in international trade agreements, such as the GATS, do not provide sufficient scope to consider these private or multistakeholder standards. For example, while assessing if domestic technical standards are consistent with international standards, trade tribunals are likely to only refer to multilateral standards due to the restrictive wording of “international organization” in Article VI of the GATS.\(^{306}\)

Another WTO treaty, the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Agreement), indirectly addresses the problem of transnational or private standards, allowing consideration of a broader range of standards by different international institutions provided certain basic factors, such as transparency, openness, impartiality, consensus, effectiveness, relevance and coherence, are met.\(^{307}\) Further, some scholars ar-
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305. OECD, supra note 23.

306. See discussion supra Section IV(B).

307. Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex 1A, 1868 U.N.T.S. 120. See Appellate Body Report, United States—Measures Concerning the Importation, Marketing and Sale of Tuna and Tuna Products, ¶ 384, WTO Doc. WT/DS381/AB/R (adopted June 13, 2012) (stating that “an international standardizing body must not privilege any particular interests in the development of international standard.”). Further, the TBT Committee of the WTO has developed guidelines for members in developing international standards, including transparency of procedures, openness of standard-setting bodies, following non-discrimination principles, impartiality, competitiveness and relevance of standards, coherence and consistency of international standards, and consideration developing country concerns. Principles
gue that disputes such as *Tuna Dolphin II* opened the doors for consideration of private transnational standards in WTO law.308 Given the increasingly significant role of private and self-regulatory standards in data-driven services, trade rules applicable to data-driven technologies should recognize relevant industry standards and global best practices in data-driven sectors. Even the most recent PTAs containing an electronic commerce/digital trade chapter fail to address this deficiency and only include non-binding provisions encouraging countries to cooperate on technical standard-setting issues.309

Moving forward, TBT-like disciplines could be developed for data-driven services, where industry-driven or multi-stakeholder standards are usually more predominant.310 However, such disciplines should be cautious to avoid industry capture, especially considering the extensive competition between countries in developing data-driven technologies and the highly political nature of technical standard-setting in the digital sector.311 Developing countries and LDCs are especially vulnerable to coercion by leading digital powers, particularly given the conflicting digital “sectors of influence” of the United States and China and, to a lesser extent, the European Union.312 In the WTO, countries may also consider developing new rules or reinterpreting existing rules to permit an expansive understanding of terms such as “international standards of relevant international organizations”313 so as to pay greater attention to multi-stakeholder standards in data-driven sectors. Such reforms cannot address ad hoc processes set up in

---


313. GATS, *supra* note 21, art. VI:5.
response to specific technological requirements or standards developed by open sourcing on platforms such as Github. However, domestic governments could recognize such standards provided they are compliant with the key principles of data ethics.

A related issue in international trade law is the reasonableness, efficiency, and objectivity of authorization and certification processes for data-driven technologies. Many of these mechanisms are currently being developed domestically in highly developed countries, leading to regulatory fragmentation and reduction in their market appeal. The majority of developing countries in Africa, South and Central America, and Central Asia do not have a framework in place for data-driven technologies such as AI/ML. Therefore, even if certain monitoring mechanisms appear to be technologically and economically efficient, they may not be relevant to countries without sufficient capacity and resources to monitor or implement them. These factors should be considered in evaluating the laws and regulations of developing countries under international trade law.

To play a more proactive role in promoting globally competitive, transparent, and interoperable technical standards and best practices in digital trade, international trade institutions should look beyond traditional cooperation mechanisms with other international organizations. For instance, in addition to aligning with the International Telecommunications Union, one of the key multilateral institutions involved in technical standard-setting, the WTO and other regional trade institutions can form collaborative partnerships with internet technical bodies such as the IETF and private standard-setting institutions such as the ISO and the IEEE. However,

314. See Girard, supra note 304, at 12 (pointing out how standards consortia are more sensitive to technological advancement than traditional standards development organizations and thus have shorter lifespans).

315. Id.


the existing rules, including in the most recent PTAs, do not allow for such formal cooperation, despite the increasing recognition of the importance of multistakeholder approaches in internet and data governance. Yet informal cooperation is nevertheless possible. For instance, these expert institutions could be invited to present to the relevant committees in international trade institutions dealing with electronic commerce matters. Similarly, technical experts can play a meaningful role in resolving disputes on data-related measures. However, whether trade bodies will engage in such multistakeholder partnerships in the coming years remains uncertain.

A reasonable degree of transparency in the negotiation of digital trade rules can facilitate the meaningful participation of all interest groups, especially relevant expert multistakeholder bodies, allowing them to provide inputs on best practices and data ethics standards. Given the expanding agenda on electronic commerce in international trade agreements and the increasing intersection between trade rules and data governance, this form of engagement is especially necessary. Further, at domestic and regional levels, certain governments such as the United States and even the European Union are developing stronger coordination mechanisms with the private sector. These coordination mechanisms could eventually grow transnationally, especially between groups of like-minded countries, facilitating greater regulatory cooperation on data ethics-related issues. International trade institutions should rely upon the outputs of these coordination mechanisms (e.g., standards and best practices for data transfer or processing), in applying domestic regulation rules in Article VI of the GATS. By adopting such a broad-based and open approach, international trade institutions can play a more meaningful role in global data governance and unlock the economic and social benefits that arise from global cooperation in growing sectors such as AI.

319. See U.N. Secretary General’s High-Level Panel on Digital Cooperation, supra note 301 (noting the importance of multistakeholder solutions to resolve global policy problems in the digital space).
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VI. Conclusion

Countries increasingly adopt Data Ethics Measures to ensure a human rights-centric approach to data governance and increase digital trust and security. However, some of these measures are highly prescriptive and may even pose a barrier to digital trade, especially if they restrict data flows or impose burdensome compliance requirements on technology companies. Data Ethics Measures that are trade-restrictive can conflict with various obligations contained in international trade agreements, but governments can justify such measures under the general exceptions in WTO law (necessary for protecting public morals, maintaining public order, or achieving compliance with domestic laws), and the legitimate public policy exception in the Electronic Commerce Chapters of recent PTAs. Similarly, although international trade agreements contain certain obligations on protecting trade secrets, including restricting forced disclosure of source code, these provisions also contain exceptions that can meaningfully balance the commercial interests of technology companies with legitimate public interests.

In the absence of internationally binding standards and best practices for data-driven technologies, considerable legal uncertainty is likely to exist regarding how trade obligations apply to certain Data Ethics Measures. Further, in applying exceptions to justify such measures, trade tribunals can err if they read the exceptions too narrowly (i.e. constraining the regulatory space necessary for AI and data regulation) or too broadly (i.e. permitting countries to abuse the exception to adopt protectionist measures). Referring to norms and best practices set out in international treaties and multistakeholder declarations, in addition to local policy preferences, could be helpful in determining a balanced interpretation and application of the exceptions. Further, trade tribunals must examine the necessity of Data Ethics Measures holistically, taking into account available legal and technical evidence, including the evolution of business and technological practices on algorithmic accountability and ethical design. Stronger recognition of private and multistakeholder standards and best practices in data-driven sectors is desirable in international trade law, especially in the context of digital services. The Code of Good Practice under the TBT Agreement is an important
benchmark in this regard. Greater transnational regulatory coordination among countries engaging in data-driven trade can further the achievement of this goal. Finally, sound and reasonable accountability structures at the domestic level are crucial to balance commercial and public interests.

In the current environment of increasing trade tensions and the decline of public trust in trade negotiations, the proposals presented in this article may appear challenging and ambitious. However, the proposed reforms to international trade agreements can contribute to balancing the diverging regulatory preferences on data governance and promote ethical data-driven technologies. Eventually, such reforms will also ensure that international trade institutions play a more concrete and relevant role in the regulation of data-driven trade. However, to achieve this goal, it is imperative that international trade institutions enhance their willingness and capacity to understand and, when necessary, adapt their rules and processes to evolving norms in data governance.